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Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW starts in less than 15 minutes! https://t.co/2kqyuUjjos

2 hours ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@OfficialMacroSW Getting warmed up for the #MacroSW chat https://t.co/wvxGvssIH

an hour ago

Rebecca Light @rll004
You know you're still in school when you think this is about tests, not elections 😳 #votethemout #macroSW #springMSWgrad https://t.co/SdnHAgv8kC

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Forgive the flurry of tweets. I’m about to join the #MacroSW chat!

an hour ago

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@realLizzieD @CyberSocialWork FOR SURE #SWK3100 #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
5 more minutes until we begin #MacroSW Chat with @CyberSocialWork! Please excuse all of our tweeting!

an hour ago

Elizabeth D’Ambrosio @realLizzieD
Let’s do this! #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/KgMwEWktn5

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@realLizzieD Looks like you are ready to go! #macrosw

an hour ago

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#MacroSW I am excited about tonight’s session on cyber social work. Can’t wait! Hello brothers and sisters in the social work world.

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW starts in less than 15 minutes! https://t.co/2kqyuUjjos

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
#MacroSW chat is about to start. Let’s talk about cyber social work. Tweeting will likely increase. https://t.co/CsJbY9HeXT

an hour ago

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
RT @spcummings: @OfficialMacroSW Getting warmed up for the #MacroSW chat https://t.co/wvxGvssIH

an hour ago

B™ @lacednreckless
I’m so excited for this twitter chat! #MacroSW #WichitaState

an hour ago

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
Hello all! So excited about tonight’s topic! #csudhMSW501 @dominguezhills & for the first time ever #uclamsW201c @uclaluskin #macrosw

an hour ago

---
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Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@realLizzieD Let's go #MacroSW #SWK3100 https://t.co/wdBzz7BeAS

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
@karenzgoda @OfficialMacroSW 😊😊😊 MacroSW #SWK3100

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork @laurelhitchcock 😊 yasssss lol #MacroSW #SWK3100

Ellen H Uliman @CureT1Diabetes
RT @spcummings: MacroSW chat is about to start. Let's talk about cyber social work. Tweeting will likely increase. https://t.co/CsJbY9HeXT

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A5 and professors give assignments on using technology - this chat holds semi-annual sessions for students on #IncomeInequality w/ @laurelhitchcock and @JimmySW https://t.co/vtg9qoOIon #MacroSW #SWtech 2/3 https://t.co/aGiIZGe3sB

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
@nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW @CyberSocialWork @laurelhitchcock LoL MacroSW #SWK3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@EJohnsonLCSW @dominguezhills @uclalaskin Welcome to all the newbies and those who are returning! We are glad you are here! #macrow

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
@annwilder @UBSSW @CyberSocialWork @laurelhitchcock 😊😊😊😊😊😊😊 MacroSW #SWK3100

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@MsAlandis @nancy_kusmaul @UBSSW @CyberSocialWork @laurelhitchcock Hey Alandis #MacroSW #SWK3100

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
Yes! #MacroSW https://t.co/xVlv834lTB

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
Hello from the MSW program at Millersville! #macrow

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9hE

David McCollum @VilleBananas
hi #MacroSW

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
Hello Elana from Millersville #macrow

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
Please excuse the next flurry of tweets, I'll be participating in #MacroSW #Twitter chat

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
Hello from Millersville University. 5 more weeks until graduation!!! #macrow

KP @KP06789931
Hello everybody #macrosw #swk3100

Brandon DuFrane @I_cant_choose
#MacroSW hello from the UB School of social work!
Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9HE

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
@PKetzner hey sister/friend 💕#swk3100 #MacroSW

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
RT @MsAlandis: @annwilder @UBSSW @CyberSocialWork @laurelhitchcock 🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦🐦กาย

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Tonight's topic for #MacroSW is about Cyber Social Work w/ Guest Host Janet Joiner who tweets at @CyberSocialWork.

Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
Hi! Carrie from Millersville! #macrosw

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
MU peep here! #MacroSW

Igby @igbydrood
Joining the chat tonight from the Millersville University MSW program #macrosw

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW Hello everyone, Marese from the University of Buffalo, MSW program.

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Good Evening everyone from #Detroit, MI. Dr. Joiner here from University of Detroit Mercy. It is my pleasure to serve as tonight's Chat Host. #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
Heather checking in from the Millersville MSW program! 36 days until graduation! #MacroSW

Nick @nick_molina
#MacroSW lets get it done! https://t.co/r1717i5PNY

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobby
Hello Rosemary from U of D Mercy checking in for tonight's tweeter chat #macrosw #SWK3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
For tonight's chat, put on your #MacroSW hat & let's talk ab some of the policy, research & other macro-level issues related to this topic.

Jillian Watkins @Jwat1207
Hello everyone! Joining from Millersville University’s MSW program. Looking forward to it! #macrosw

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
Hello everyone! 🎉 Looking forward to tonight's chat! #SWK3100 #MacroSW

michelle becker @michell85883920
michelle- ready to go #macrosw

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea66732810
Millersville student here #MacroSW
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Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
Hello everyone! Alexis here from Millersville University :) #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@overcomeobbys Welcome! How are things at U of D Mercy? #macrosw

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
Hello everyone, Ryan in Traverse City. I'm looking forward to this one. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Let's take a few minutes to introduce yourself. #MacroSW

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@CyberSocialWork Good evening Patricia Ketzner participating #MacroSW #SWK3100

ciara b. @claradoll91
#macrosw Good Evening everyone! I'm Clara from SUNY at Buffalo and I am so excited for tonight's chat.

KP @KP06789931
I'm ready #macrosw #swk3100

Katelyn @Katelyn04791497
Katelyn from millersville university #macrosw

Akilah G. @AkilahG10
#MacroSW hello, from U of D social work major #SWK3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: For tonite's chat, put on your #MacroSW hat & let's talk ab some of the policy, research & other macro-level issues re...

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
Hello Everyone Angeline from University of Detroit Mercy #MacroSW #SWK3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@claradoll91 Welcome! How's the weather up there in NY? #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hello from beautiful Buffalo and @UBSSW - I'm Pat Shelly. Glad to be here! #MacroSW

Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
Hi Everyone! Marleen Rubio from Detroit Mercy here for tonight's Twitter chat :D #Macrosw #SWK3100

Gary @itgarythesnail
Gary from UBI #macrosw

B™ @lacednreckless
@OfficialMacroSW I am Master Social Work student from Wichita State University! #GoShox #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
This is @laurelhitchcock on the OfficialMacroSW handle tonight. I'm a #MacroSW Partner & teach social work at UAB in Alabama.
Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
Hello! This is Nicolette from University at Buffalo #macrosw

Kayla @kleeples7911
@OfficialMacroSW Kayla from Millersville. Graduate in May!! #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
Hey everyone! Kim from Millersville University. #macrosw

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#MacroSW Brandon representing University of Detroit Mercy

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Ready for cyber #socialwork!! #MacroSW https://t.co/a65266FvLw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQLo9hE

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
Hi all, I’m a BSW student from University of Detroit Mercy. #SWK3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight’s topic for #MacroSW is about Cyber Social Work w/ Guest Host Janet Joiner who tweets at @CyberSocialWork.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@UBSSW @UBSSW Glad you are with us tonight, Pat! #macrosw

melissa thompson @mmt98
This - #MacroSW chat is about to start and we will be talking about cyber social work. You will see more tweets from me with A's and or Q's in front of them. Join us too! https://t.co/ymMy7ibzQv

Rebecca Light @rl004
Rebecca from MU! 36 more days, I can feel it!!! #macroSW https://t.co/oxApQVZ0lQ

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
Kelly Snell here from Millersville University #macrosw https://t.co/Gcou3OuZqg

Kaity Sollenberger @KEsollenberger
Hi! Im Kaity from Millersville. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
@OfficialMacroSW Hello I am Elizabeth Roosa and I am a graduate student at the State University of New York at Buffalo! I am excited to participate in the discussion tonight! #macrosw

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
@OfficialMacroSW hello all I'm Alandis from the University of Detroit Mercy I'm happy to be here #MacroSW #SWK3100

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
36 days till GRADUATION! #YESSSSSS #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse the many extra tweets, followers- it's #macroSW chat time!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@mmt98 Hello Melissa! Glad you are joining us tonight! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: For tonite's chat, put on your #MacroSW hat & let's talk ab some of the policy, research & other macro-level issues re...

KP @KP06789931
#macrosw #swk3100 KP from Detroit Mercy as well

ITTIC @UBittic
@OfficialMacroSW Hello! This is Erin representing ITTIC for tonight's chat. #macrosw

Aesha @Aesha94278980
Hi, Aesha Wiggins here, MSW Student from Millersville U #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
More MacroSW Partners @laurelhitchcock @spcummings @ubssw @acosaorg

Kelsey Miller @kelmiller22
Kelsey coming in from MU MSW #macrosw

melissa thompson @mmt98
I'm Melissa Thompson from @DominicanU GSSW. Clinical practitioner and macro hobbyist #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Good Evening everyone from Detroit, MI. Dr. Joiner here from University of Detroit Mercy. It is my pleasure to serve...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@karenzgoda As a social worker, doing battle with the T-1000 is outside my scope #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul here from @umbc BSW program, part of @mdsocialwork. @UBSSW alum.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nick_molina: #MacroSW lets get it done! https://t.co/r1717i5PNY

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @EJohnsonLCSW @dominguezhills @uclaluskin Welcome to all the newbies and those who are returning! We are glad you are...

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@KimMSW2018 I may or may not havr a countdown on my phone and calender #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW Hi Pat! #macrosw

Kelsey Sobel @Kelsey_Sobel
Good evening! @Kelsey_Sobel here from the Online MSW Program at the University of New Hampshire #MacroSW

KP @KP06789931
Hey Alandis #macrosw #swk3100
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

 Hearts for all our graduating #MacroSW students! https://t.co/u1Ba9R2RSw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

 RT @CyberSocialWork: Good Evening everyone from #Detroit, Mi. Dr. Joiner here from University of Detroit Mercy. It is my pleasure to serve...

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD

 Hi Everybody, I'm Elizabeth. Very happy to be here with our very own Detroit Mercy ❤️❤️ Social Work Professor @CyberSocialWork leading the Chat!!#SWK3100 #MacroSW

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea66732810

@KimMSW2018 Girl, you just made my day! #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

 RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda As a social worker, doing battle with the T-1000 is outside my scope #MacroSW

Brandon DuFrane @L_cont_choose

 #MacroSW so what exactly is cyber social work?

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

 RT @karenzgoda: Ready for cyber #socialwork!! #MacroSW https://t.co/a65266FvLw

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork

 Question 1 is coming up in one minute. #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Mz. Angie @bangieb926

 Good Evening everyone #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

 @spcummings #MacroSW https://t.co/a4WztT5u42

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner

 #MacroSW UDM in the house #SWK3100

Konrad A. Greene @KonradAGreene1

 #swk3100 cyber social work is the wave of the future. Saves time, energy & money that can used in social welfare #macrosw

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis

 This is a very a very necssary and important topic #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/4x4NdVWBSj

Courtney @courtneyann2018

 @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSw

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore

 Excited for this #MacroSW chat on Cyber Social Work. I'm Alyssa from UAlbany SSW & @socialworkersfm. The concept of technological competence in SW practice is relevant to SW schools preparing students, as well as professionals who need to possess a certain level of tech skills.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

 Wow! So many students with us tonight - U of D Mercy, Millersville, @dominguezhills & @uclaluskin #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings


Welcome, @mmt98! Let's chat about cyber social work and the imminent takeover of the robots (jk I think) #MacroSW

https://t.co/anGWQxOgM1

@OfficialMacroSW @AlyssaLotmore @socialworkersfm Hello Alyssa! #macrowsw

Who watched the YouTube Cyber Social Worker in Canada? (https://t.co/Nld29Cg3uC)? #MacroSW

@SamanthaWeirich @KourtMabry @KimMSW2018 #macrowsw https://t.co/wYK7DQCFUD

Question 1 is coming up in one minute. #MacroSW

RT @spcummings: #MacroSW chat is about to start. Let's talk about cyber social work. Tweeting will likely increase. https://t.co/CsJbY9HeXT

RT @Brandon46294682: #MacroSW I am excited about tonight's session on cyber social work. Can't wait! Hello brothers and sisters in the soci...

@karenzgoda Yeah he did #MacroSW https://t.co/d6nMRF2rs

RT @OfficialMacroSW: Who watched the YouTube Cyber Social Worker in Canada? (https://t.co/Nld29Cg3uC)? #MacroSW

@karenzgoda Don't forget to continue connecting with #macrowsw after graduation! #lifelonglearning

RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW

@karenzgoda the chat is all yours! Please start your questions! #macrowsw

RT @nancy_kusmaul @karenzgoda Don't forget to continue connecting with #macrowsw after graduation! #lifelonglearning

RT @mmt98: This - #MacroSW chat is about to start and we will be talking about cyber social work. You will see more tweets from me with A'...

Hey all! social worker, blogger, care manager, tech enthusiast joining #macrowsw chat while simultaneously tweeting with people about the CSWE “Future of Social Work” report ... https://t.co/38LwD5F0h

Hello chatters! Christina here -School Social Worker proving MH therapy to the kiddos but also ❤ #MacroSW

RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Q1: What does it mean to be "Technologically Competent" as a Social Worker? #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Ghadear Eid @eidtgh
Hi, I am Ghadear, a BSW student from Detroit Mercy! #MacroSW #cybersociawork

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: More #MacroSW Partners @laurelhitchcock @spcummings @ubssw @acosaorg

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@StuckonSW this chat is right up your alley! So glad you are here! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@spcummings Well played! #MacroSW https://t.co/2ZJnt3yyV

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork Q1: What does it mean to be “Technologically Competent” as a Social Worker? #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

michelle becker @michell85883920
A1: to be able to answer questions for clients relating to, showing them how to utilize Technology #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Question 1 is coming up in one minute. #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Brandon DuFrane @I_can_choose
#MacroSW so what exactly is cyber social work and how can it help?

Margaret Murry @14MurryM
A1: knowing the ethical consequences of technology use. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KonradAGreene1: #swk3100 cyber social work is the wave of the future. Saves time, energy & money that can used in social welfare #macrosw

michelle becker @michell85883920
RT @14MurryM: A1: knowing the ethical consequences of technology use. #macrosw

Ellen H Ullman @CureT1Diabetes
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q1: What does it mean to be “Technologically Competent” as a Social Worker? #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @14MurryM A1: knowing the ethical consequences of technology use. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Excited for this #MacroSW chat on Cyber Social Work. I'm Alyssa from UAlbany SSW & @socialworkersfm. The concept of tech...

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A1- Being able to use different resources for clients that may be searched through the computer or phone #macrosw

Igby @igbydrood
A1: This is a strange question. Is technology a competency in our profession? Technology is such a vast spectrum. Competency could be anything from social media privacy settings to writing/managing a client database #macrosw

Johanna Black @johannahblack1
A1 to be able to use technology in an ethical way that benefits our clients. #macrosw
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
What are we, 10 minutes in, and I'm already behind?? #MacroSW https://t.co/iukKbsKoUC

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Who watched the YouTube Cyber Social Worker in Canada? (https://t.co/Nld29Cg3uC)? #MacroSW

KelseyMiller @kelmiller22
Q1: being able to translate the lingo clients are using, and understand ways people connect #MacroSW

michelle becker @michell85883920
@14MurryM i like that, more narrow than my answer #macrosw

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
A1. To be familiar with the incorporation of devices and technological mediums (Skype etc.) into clinical social work practice. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: RT @nancy_kusmaul @karenzgoda Don't forget to continue connecting with #macrosw after graduation! #lifelonglearning

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q1: What does it mean to be "Technologically Competent" as a Social Worker? #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea6732810
A1: Research, networking and policy #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Good Evening everyone from #Detroit, MI. Dr. Joiner here from University of Detroit Mercy. It is my pleasure to serve...

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
I would think it would be being able to access data and sources that are reliable for your clients #macrosw

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@CyberSocialWork A1 To be technology competent means knowing the ethics regarding technology #SWK3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @michell85883920: A1: to be able to answer questions for clients relating to, showing them how to utilize Technology #macrosw

Loren Waltz @loren_waltz
I think that part of social work technology competency includes the knowledge of how to ensure confidentiality via digital outlets. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @14MurryM: A1: knowing the ethical consequences of technology use. #macrosw

KP @KP06789931
A1. To be technologically Competent means to know how to use technology from a cell phone to a computer. #macrosw #swk3100

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A1: Technological competence in social work can mean many things. Although much of social work practice can be face-to-face, social workers also need technological competence to help organize and streamline information and data for their practice. #macrosw

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
@kelmiller22 i like that you thought of translating. Great point! #macrosw
A1: using technology to provide services in an ethical manner #macrosw

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @annwilder: Yes! #MacroSW https://t.co/xVIv834fTB

An hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@CyberSocialWork A1: To be fluent in all the technologies relevant to your specific field of practice- from cyber bullying to EMRs. #macrosw

An hour ago

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
A1: A technologically competent social worker can mean connecting with clients through new media and understanding the impact new media has on our clients #macrosw

An hour ago

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
A1: To be familiar with social media, how to work smartphones and ipads/tablets to be able to assist clients in different avenues #MacroSW

An hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@CyberSocialWork A1: To be fluent in all the technologies relevant to your specific field of practice- from cyber bullying to EMRs. #macrosw

An hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A1: We don't have to know about or be expert in all technologies. The socialworker does need to learn about proper use of cyber secure tools privacy #security #confidentiality (think #HIPPA, compliance) to serve clients online https://t.co/hmCvFYqZai #MacroSW 1/2

An hour ago

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
but also respecting boundaries and identities of clients via internet, text, email etc. #macrosw

An hour ago

Gary @itgarythesnail
A1: Technologically competent, means to understand what tools are available and how to use those tools. Also being able to share such tools with clients or others. #macrosw

An hour ago

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@kelmiller22 I struggle with keeping up with lingo- I feel it changes on a daily basis through trends. #macrosw

An hour ago

Danay Hershey @HersheyD47
A1: I would say being aware of how to use basic technology. Like navigating different online portals for case management and emails/texts and social media #MacroSW

An hour ago

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A1: Knowing how to troubleshoot basic problems with technology and being able to independently use Google to figure things out for yourself and your clients. #MacroSW

An hour ago

Jillian Watkins @Jwat1207
A1: Using technology in an ethically sound way to enhance services when appropriate. #macrosw

An hour ago

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A1. Understanding all the new ways people communicate and what influences are thoughts in today's social media and phone craze society.

An hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A1: Encryption is necessary to safeguard information, communications. This includes video platforms, emails, and other methods. #MacroSW 2/2

An hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A1. Being digitally literate by knowing how, when and why to use technology with clients, colleagues & communities. #macrosw

An hour ago

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDoIt
A1: Knowing how to ethically and efficiently use technology to engage with both clients and colleagues. #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1. Being digitally literate by knowing how, when and why to use technology with clients, colleagues & communities. #... an hour ago

Ashley Kissinger @ashley_kiss10
A1: Social workers should be capable of using technology to the extent it will benefit their clients and enhance their job capabilities. #macroSW an hour ago

Loren Waltz @loren_waltz
it may include knowledge and comfortability in troubleshooting technological issues so that you can be a reliable clinician to your client - and also help them walk through the technological issues they may be having on their end #macrosw an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @loren_waltz: it may include knowledge and comfortability in troubleshooting technological issues so that you can be a reliable clinicia... an hour ago

Nick @nick_molina
A1 Being tech competent should mean that you are up-to-date in the latest tech advances which could enhance your practice #macros... an hour ago

Akilah G. @AkilahG10
#MacroSW A1: to be technically competent is be aware of the impact it has on us as the service providers and the clients. #SWK3100 an hour ago

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork I think that Technologically Competent means that you are aware of the rules and regulations and abide by them. If your sending an email you make sure that it is encrypted and sent only to those it pertains to. Also keeping educated with new technologies. #Macrosw an hour ago

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @kmarie228: A1: Technological competence in social work can mean many things. Although much of social work practice can be face-to-face,... an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kelmiller22: Q1: being able to translate the lingo clients are using, and understand ways people connect #MacroSW an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@CyberSocialWork A1: I think this is a hard question to answer clearly. Is technology "awareness" enough? Should we have fundamental IT knowledge? Should social workers have a view of tech progress (should we be futurists) - I say no, yes, yes #MacroSW an hour ago

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A1: At the macro level, technological competence can afford social workers the ability to effectively utilize social media and other tech platforms to engage in education, community organizing, and policy change efforts. #macros... an hour ago

tryn amber @TrynAmber
know how to use it for yourself and your clients but most importantly understand how the code of ethics applies to this type of work specifically #macros... an hour ago

Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
Q1 #MacroSW To be tech savvy, but also know how to reach clients and be able to maintain ethics when the main communication is tech based. an hour ago

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
I think this topic goes well with Q1 tonight 😊 #macrosw #plagiarism https://t.co/SoqkL1rSdS an hour ago

Ellen H Ullman Ⓥ @CureT1Diabetes
A1. Part of competence includes understanding sources m, questioning veracity before sharing ... #MacroSW an hour ago

Adrienne @wirthadrienne
Page 16: https://t.co/8Eh0p5HMqo #macros... an hour ago
melissa thompson @mmt98
A1: Understanding the role technology can play in the systems we serve: client, community, nation. And understanding ourselves how to use that technology for the better good. #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q1: What does it mean to be "Technologically Competent" as a Social Worker? #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Katelyn @Katelyn04791497
1) being able to help clients by navigating different computer programs so they can learn and gain resources #MacroSw

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
A1. You definitely should be aware of all if the do's and dont's in the digital world #MacroSw #SWK3100

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A1: electronic communication can be used to increase efficiency in social work. Get up to speed with other sectors to be able to integrate. #MacroSw

David McCollum @Ville8ananas
@Igbydrood The updated NASW Code of Ethics has technology components to it now. #MacroSw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @DrKristie I think this topic goes well with Q1 tonight 😊 #macrosw #plagiarism https://t.co/NxnJS2z7cs

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @loren_waltz: I think that part of social work technology competency includes the knowledge of how to ensure confidentiality via digital...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CureT1Diabetes A1. Part of competence includes understanding sources m, questioning veracity before sharing … #MacroSw

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A1: Competency must include an assessment of a client’s relationship with technology. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
A1: Being able to incorporate technology into practice for charting and interventions when appropriate #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1: Competency must include an assessment of a client’s relationship with technology. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Michelle Becker @michell85883920
@MsAlandis i agree, and boundary issues with technology #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @loren_waltz: I think that part of social work technology competency includes the knowledge of how to ensure confidentiality via digital...

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea66732810
Understanding ethics and creating healthy boundaries between personal and professional #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A technologically competent social worker can mean connecting with clients through new media and understanding the impac...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KP06789931: A1. To be technologically Competent means to know how to use technology from a cell phone to a computer. #macrosw #swk3100
Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@MsAlandis True. I feel like there are so many in today's tech world! #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Learn from this wisdom. ♦️ #MacroSW https://t.co/BH1b2vMdDL

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A1 We don't have to know about or be expert in all technologies. The #socialworker does need to learn about proper use of cyber...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @CyberSocialWork A1: To be fluent in all the technologies relevant to your specific field of practice- from cyber bullyi...

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@CyberSocialWork A1: Being versed in the technology struggles and obstacles that our clients will face in the digital/social media world. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A1 We don't have to know about or be expert in all technologies. The #socialworker does need to learn about proper use of cyber...

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
A1: Having a technology skill set and being aware of the practice standards in technology. #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Adrienne @wirthadrienne
A1. Page 16 - https://t.co/6Eh0psHMqo #macrosw

Jillian Watkins @Jwat1207
A1: I think a really important factor to consider is how to keep client information confidential when using technology. #macrosw

Carrie Corrao @acorrao
@mmt98 #macrosw Great response! I feel that this is a big topic with the advancements in technology.

Kayla @ktleeples7911
@OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork A1. I think that you need to understand what technology is available and being used and how it is being used. You need to ensure that you, yourself are aware that your clients can find you via social media, as well as, employers. Be smart about it #MacroSW

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
#MacroSW #SWK3100 https://t.co/RUzmxCJlDm

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
@acorrao those are my thoughts complied into one! completely agree #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @OfficialMacroSW: For tonite's chat, put on your #MacroSW hat & let's talk ab some of the policy, research & other macro-level issues re...

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
RT @johannajblack1: A1 to be able to use technology in an ethical way that benefits our clients. #macrosw

clara b. @claradoll91
A1: It means that social workers have a duty to themselves and the field to be nimble and as technology develops further it means there is a need to see what ways it can be used to enhance social work practice and education. #macrosw

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Get ready for Question 2 in one minute. #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW
Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
@CyberSocialWork Technologically competent means to be abreast of the latest technology and how it relates to social work. Know the boundaries required to stay within the ethical realms of the field. #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1. Being digitally literate by knowing how, when and why to use technology with clients, colleagues & communities. #...

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A1 Should include an awareness of potential tech-mediated resources (apps, VR, etc) #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @loren_waltz: it may include knowledge and comfortability in troubleshooting technological issues so that you can be a reliable clinicia...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBMadeMeDolt: A1: Knowing how to ethically and efficiently use technology to engage with both clients and colleagues. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork Get ready for Question 2 in one minute. #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW

Margaret Murry @14MurryM
@KourtMarby I like that you mention educating clients about the struggles with social media. Very important #macrosw

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbs
Technology competency is a skill or knowledge used in occupation using devices to help with your daily operations #macrosw #SWK3100

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ashley_kiss10: A1: Social workers should be capable of using technology to the extent it will benefit their clients and enhance their j...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @courtneyann2018: @OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork I think that Technologically Competent means that you are aware of the rules and reg...

tryn amber @TrynAmber
is anyone else seeing all of the tweets in Japanese with pictures of cosplay attached??? #macrosw

Rebecca Light @rl0004
@CyberSocialWork A1: knowing how to use technology, knowing when it’s ethical/unethical to use tech, and understanding and practicing guidelines set forth by NASW code of ethics! #macrosw

Loren Waltz @loren_waltz
@PKetzner @CyberSocialWork Yes! Confidentiality could be a major ethical issue if one are not using the correct process or software #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork A1: I think this is a hard question to answer clearly. Is technology “awareness” enough? Should we have fu...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @claradoll91: A1: It means that social workers have a duty to themselves and the field to be nimble and as technology develops further i...

David McCollum @VilleBananas
I get real concerned when I see masters or PhD level clinicians struggling to use Microsoft PowerPoint during presentations. #MacroSW

Elizabeth D’Ambrosio @realLizzieD
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1: Competency must include an assessment of a client’s relationship with technology. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @loren_waltz: @PKetzner @CyberSocialWork Yes! Confidentiality could be a major ethical issue if one are not using the correct process or...

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@CyberSocialWork A1 I think it means to have the skills and knowledge to work with technology. In regards to social work, it is using those skills and knowledge to further advocate for clients. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@KimMSW2018 Congratulations! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DrKristie: I think this topic goes well with Q1 tonight 😊 #macrosw #plagiarism https://t.co/SoqkL1rSdS

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#MacroSW #Cybersocialwork A1: Knowing the language, the culture. Navigating through systems and programs. I agree with @14MurryM knowing the ethical consequences but "advantages" of technological use.

Brandon DuFrane @I_cant_choose
#MacroSW I think being technologically competent is something that allows us to better utilize the resources available.

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
A1: in my work being technologically competent means navigating an EHR for one thing #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CureT1Diabetes: A1. Part of competence includes understanding sources m, questioning veracity before sharing ... #MacroSW

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
@igarythesnail Very True! it is amazing what type of phone aps you can find for interventions. For example, Relax Lite is a good one for clients experiencing anxiety #macrosw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@SunyaFolayan Thank you so much!! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MarshAlesia: in my work being technologically competent means navigating an EHR for one thing #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @mmt98: A1: Understanding the role technology can play in the systems we serve: client, community, nation. And understanding ourselves h...

Konrad A. Greene @KonradAGreene1
#swk3100 A1: To be able to effectively use media devices to communicate with others, at least on an elementary level #macrosw!!!!!

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
@wirthadrienne This is awesome! Thank you! Click and Save! #MacroSW

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
A1: We need to be willing to incorporate new age interventions that may be technology based.#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A1: electronic communication can be used to increase efficiency in social work. Get up to speed with other sectors to be...

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@OfficialMacroSW @14MurryM Yes ethical consequences of technological use is very important. #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilleBananas: @Igbydrood The updated NASW Code of Ethics has technology components to it now. #MacroSW

B™ @lacednreckless
@CyberSocialWork To be fluent in the technology in which you are using within any facility or place you are working at. What could be the full extent of being 'technologically competent' within this field? #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
@CyberSocialWork A1: I also think that being able to use resources (signing up for fed/state assistance online) and know how to find said resources would fall under tech competence #macroSW

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A1 Competency must include understanding of the role data science plays in perpetuating oppression. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

KP @KP06789931
@loren_waltz @OfficialMacroSW @PKetzner @CyberSocialWork Good answer #macrosw #swk3100

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1: Competency must include an assessment of a client's relationship with technology. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Kayla @ktteples7911
@courtneyann2018 @OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork I think that abiding by the rules is something that is often lacking #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW A1 Competency must include understanding of the role data science plays in perpetuating oppression. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW all these answers are great.

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @courtneyann2018: @OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork I think that Technologically Competent means that you are aware of the rules and reg...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @chelsea66732810: Understanding ethics and creating healthy boundaries between personal and professional #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A1- Being tech competent allows us to relate to clients nowadays. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mmt98: A1: Understanding the role technology can play in the systems we serve: client, community, nation. And understanding ourselves h...

Kaity Sollenberger @KEsollenberger
@CyberSocialWork A1: I think that it needs to encompass knowledge of how it works and the programs/apps that are out there to assist our clients, but I also think we need to be aware of the dangers and share that information with our clients as well. #macrosw

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea66732810
Can we talk about online therapy and texting your therapist? What do we think? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KourtMabry: @CyberSocialWork A1: Being versed in the technology struggles and obstacles that our clients will face in the digital/socia...
Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilleBanananas: @Igbydrood The updated NASW Code of Ethics has technology components to it now. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Q2: How prepared do you think today's social workers are to treat clients presenting digital mental health issues, like Digital Dementia, Nomophobia (Fear of being without one's digital device), Selfie Syndrome and FOMO (Fear of Missing Out)? #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1: Competency must include an assessment of a client's relationship with technology. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen here in Boston, excited to be on the eve of Ladies Rock WEEKEND w/ @GirlsRockBos!!! #MacroSW https://t.co/q2CpBFxQgc

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Marese36791591 I agree...so many great responses to what it means to be a competent social worker with technology. #macros

an hour ago

Lucienne @luciennejanelle
@CyberSocialWork A1: I think it means to be able to have knowledge on technology. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeebys
RT @KESollenberger: @CyberSocialWork A1: I think that it needs to encompass knowledge of how it works and the programs/apps that are out th...

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: This is @laurelhitchcock on the OfficialMacroSW handle tonight. I'm a #MacroSW Partner & teach social work at UAB in...

an hour ago

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
#macrosw

an hour ago

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A1 Competency must include understanding policies that may have deleterious impacts on our clients #uclaMSW203c. #macrosw

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q2: How prepared do you think today's social workers are to treat clients presenting digital mental health issues, lik...

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1 Competency must include understanding of the role data science plays in perpetuating oppression. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

an hour ago

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
A1: Also knowing how to navigate things like electronic charts, etc.#MacroSW

an hour ago

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
With all the news about data ethics... this is key .. #macrosw https://t.co/68pB8x3FxY

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @KourtMabry: @CyberSocialWork A1: Being versed in the technology struggles and obstacles that our clients will face in the digital/socia...

an hour ago

Kaity Sollenberger @KESollenberger
@courtneyann2018 @OfficialMacroSW @14MurryM I absolutely agree. I certainly did not think about that at first. #macrosw

an hour ago

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
To be honest, I am not sure. I didn't even know that these existing if I am being completely honest. #macrosw

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q1: What does it mean to be "Technologically Competent" as a Social Worker? #MacroSW #Cybersocialw...

an hour ago
Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A2 - FOMO is a REAL thing. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Don't forget to include #MacroSW in all of your tweets! That is how you stay in the conversation.

Nicolette @NicOletteRuth
A1. Mayoral First Lady Chirlane @NYCFirstLady launched NYC Well and with it, the ability for people to get mental health in various media #macrosw https://t.co/AeABYDI72w ...

Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
A1: To be technologically competent means to find solutions with the help of technology to help people with their problems. For example, online therapy becomes more accessible to those that have no means of transportation, and thus they are able to receive help. #SWK3100 #macrosw

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea66732810
I think Social Workers have the ability to adapt and learn as things change. #MacroSW

michelle becker @michell85883920
@CyberSocialWork I do not believe we are that prepared. I work with dementia and some who have cognitive impairments can hide that well. nothing like face to face communication #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1. Being digitally literate by knowing how, when and why to use technology with clients, colleagues & communities. ...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1: Competency must include an assessment of a client’s relationship with technology. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A1 We don't have to know about or be expert in all technologies. The socialworker does need to learn about proper use of cyber...

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
I feel that today's social workers are somewhat prepared for these health issues. They are virtually new disorders in the digital era. #SWK3100 #macroSW

Sarah Vidzicki @sdvidzic
A1 knowing how to utilize online databases and properly assessing search resources like PA docket sheets helped me in child welfare. #MacroSW

Danay Hershey @HersheyD47
A2: I believe that Social Workers are recognizing the need for these skills and are becoming competent in them so they can best serve their clients #MacroSW

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A1 Competencies must include understanding of HIPPA (& which communication platforms comply) #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLomtore
A1: Keeping up w/ changing tech can be hard, esp. when we devote time/energy into staying up-to-date on best practices. But we must remember that being technologically competent is a critical part of our practice - from providing info to designing & delivering services. #MacroSW https://t.co/GXMU1NsxQf
Igby @Igbydrood
A2: Not well prepared. I hadn’t even heard of three of the four mentioned. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @rll004: @CyberSocialWork A1: knowing how to use technology, knowing when it’s ethical/unethical to use tech, and understanding and prac...

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
A2: I don’t think social workers are familiar with these “conditions” at all, mainly because they are still in their infancy and can be labeled as utterly ridiculous. #MacroSW

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
A2: Personally, I am not prepared because I have never heard of any of these things!! learning more about these would help #macrosw

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW A1: Using critical thinking and practicing ethically based good judgement when engaging in use of technology in practice,, also being aware of contemporary tools, staying aware of current trends #MacroSW

michelle becker @michelle85883920
@HersheyD47 i agree i believe we are working on that, but do not know how far we are just yet #macrosw

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
@Igbydrood SAME...I am definitely unprepared thats for sure #macrosw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A2- I haven't heard of most of these issues- and always joked about FOMO- didn't realize it truly affected clients! #macrosw

Angela S Leggett @AngieSLeggett
@Igbydrood SAME...I am definitely unprepared thats for sure #macrosw

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
I agree, these answers are terrific! The Social Work community is so well informed! #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/BHfoPWuGBe

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
I think it means that as a social worker we need to stay up to date with technologies that help us communicate at the micro, mezzo, and macro dimensions of practice. We must be aware of when to use technology with clients. Some clients may not have money or resources. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @claradoll91: A1: It means that social workers have a duty to themselves and the field to be nimble and as technology develops further i...

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
@loren_waltz i didn’t think about that #macrosw https://t.co/UKTp9pjHaR

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@CyberSocialWork I feel that a lot more plateforms such as this are very much needed this is a whole new area that is happening #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Akilah G. @AkilahG10
#MacroSW A2: i believe some may not be ready due potiential preexisting bias. I believe that separate additional studying must be provided for that field and there may also be new theories to be explored to support this cultural change. #SWK3100

Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
RT @rll004: @CyberSocialWork A1: knowing how to use technology, knowing when it’s ethical/unethical to use tech, and understanding and prac...
Margaret Murry @14MurryM
A1: I believe that it is difficult as everyone has a phone. This may be difficult. #macrosw

KP @KP06789931
A2. #Cybersocialwork #macrosw I think some of the mental health issues concerning digital devices are still in the learning stages for some social workers.

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
A1: pt 2 when working with kids in school being technologically competent also requires me to have a good understanding of what technology they are using b/c that appears to be what they spend a great deal of time doing! #macrosw

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1: Competency must include an assessment of a client's relationship with technology. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@Emrapopo_SW I feel like this is a fine line in some conversations of social work, such as working with adolescents. I think it can be hard for social works to navigate. #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
A1: Competency must include an assessment of a client's relationship with technology. #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@TrynAmber No. #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilleBananas: I get real concerned when I see masters or PhD level clinicians struggling to use Microsoft PowerPoint during presentatio...

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@CyberSocialWork A2 I think it will be easier for the younger generation to work with these clients, but I still don't know how “prepared” we will be to work with them. It's not like it's taught in any classes (that I've seen anyway). #macrosw

Sarah Vidzicki @sdvidzic
A2 I have not heard of some of these disorders. Social workers need to educate themselves on new disorders and social issues to be prepared to burlap guide clients. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @chelsea66732810: Can we talk about online therapy and texting your therapist? What do we think? #MacroSW

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
@KimMSW2018 same here! I never heard of these being a real thing! glad someone else feels the same way! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes Q1 = being ethical with tech such as boundaries and privacy; know how to use the tech; promoting access for all #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MurrayAlexsis: @itgarythesnail Very True! it is amazing what type of phone aps you can find for interventions. For example, Relax Lite...

Ann Wilder, PhD LCSW @annwilder
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW Big LIKE on some of these new terms #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: RT @MarshAlesia A1: in my work being technologically competent means navigating an EHR for one thing #macroSW

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW Wow! Great question. I don't think that social works are nearly as prepare as they should be. These social changes are moving at a rate that is to hard to keep up with.

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@VilleBananas Do you offer tutorials when you see a person struggling? What could change this? #macrosw
Jillian Watkins @Jwat1207
A2: Personally, I can see the impact of technology and social media on our society but I don't know best practices for intervention #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1 Competency must include understanding of the role data science plays in perpetuating oppression. #uclamsw203c #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MarshAlesia: A1: pt 2 when working with kids in school being technologically competent also requires me to have a good understanding of...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q2: How prepared do you think today's social workers are to treat clients presenting digital mental health issues, lik...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@CyberSocialWork A2: They're not prepared. #macrosw

Kayla @kleeplees7911
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A2. I don't think that we are prepared at all. I think that this has become big quickly and there is not a lot of research or treatment for digital mental health conditions #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rl004
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A2: I don’t think we will truly be competent in treating this until there is further research/DSM criteria. Does this fall under addiction? Was FOMO not a thing before (the actual feeling, not the term)? #macroSW

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
@MsAlandis These are all great questions. Hmmm...#MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/1LwXYa0nFu

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A2: Even though I see many of these issues with clients in the school social work field, I do not feel very prepared for how to treat clients presenting with digital mental health concerns. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KimMSW2018: A2- FOMO is a REAL thing. #macrosw

Angela S Leggett @AngieSLeggett
2 I think there is much more training needed in treating those with digital mental health issues. #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW

Kaity Sollenberger @KEsollenberger
@MarleenRubio I agree, but I also think we need to be careful with online therapies as well. In my opinion, there is nothing better than face to face. Could the online be perpetuating clients discomfort in personal interaction? #macrosw

Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
RT @KourtMabry: @CyberSocialWork A1: Being versed in the technology struggles and obstacles that our clients will face in the digital/socia...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @anwilder: @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW Big LIKE on some of these new terms #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes Q1 = being ethical with tech such as boundaries and privacy; know how to use the tech; promoting access for all...

Nick @nick_molina
A2 As a MSW student, there has not been a lot (if any) about digital mental health issues therefore, I say that we are unprepared at the moment however
continuing education with that focus should be on everyone’s radar. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @Marese36791591 I agree...so many great responses to what it means to be a competent social worker with technology. #m...

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
A2: Are these actually recognized diagnoses? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: With all the news about data ethics... this is key .. #macrosw https://t.co/68pB8x3FxY

Karen ⚡ Zgoda @karenzgoda
A2: I wish we were more prepared. But education has mostly chosen not to keep up w/ or avoid society’s #swtech changes; the education that prepares #socialwork for the future of practice will attract more students! #MacroSW https://t.co/CLKVDJHPSR

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A1. Mayoral First Lady Chirlane @NYCFirstLady launched NYC Well and with it, the ability for people to get mental healt...

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A2- I think based on most of these answers most of us are not prepared- Makes sense to be aware of the need to be. #macrosw

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A2: I don’t recall any of those in the DSM-5. Are they recognized in the ICD-10? #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@OfficialMacroSW can’t pass this one up! #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@annwilder @CyberSocialWork What's your favorite tech term? #MacroSW

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
A2. I haven’t heard of the first 3 syndromes although I’m not surprised. People use their phones for everything from maps, photos, texting, Tweeting, and making calls. Our devices have so many functions that people may feel overwhelmed by them at times. #macrosw

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDoIt
A2: I think some of the current issues facing clients technologically falls under the need for continued education. The world is always changing so we have to be able to keep up in order to meet our clients where theyre at #macrosw

Elizabeth D’Ambrosio @realLizzieD
A2: Not very prepared. All Social Workers should read the book, “How To Break Up With Your Phone by Health Journalist, Catherine Price She talks about how our phones are taking our attention, the most valuable thing we have #SWK3100 #MacroSW

clara b. @claradoll91
A2. I honestly do not think social workers nor society is fully prepared for the affects of digital mental health issues. Although research is starting to come out, social workers will need to test the waters in treating clients appropriately #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VeterinarySWK: I feel that today’s social workers are somewhat prepared for these health issues. They are virtually new disorders in th...

Karen 🌟 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CyberSocialWork: I agree, these answers are terrific! The Social Work community is so well informed! #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https/...

Jillian Watkins @Jwat1207
A2: I did not know that there were clinical terms for these "digital" mental health issues. #macrosw

Ivonne J. Maldonado @ivytona
A1: What does it mean to be "Technologically Competent" as a Social Worker? -Being able to navigate through the web -Being competent with computer applications; word, excel, publisher, etc. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A1 Competencies must include understanding of HIPPA (& which communication platforms comply) #uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: A2: I wish we were more prepared. But education has mostly chosen not to keep up w/ or avoid society's #swtech changes; the... #MacroSW

Gary @itgarythesnail
A2: I believe everyone is still learning about how to handle issues regarding anything digital. It is just too vast. There is just no limit to the internet and technology. It is definitely a difficult issue to approach. #macrosw

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
A2: I don't think social workers are nearly as prepared for this than we should be. Cyber issues are rampant, but you don't hear how social workers are helping with it. #macrosw

ITTIC @UBttic @claradoill91 @OfficialMacroSW #macrosw Agreed, similarly, trauma-informed care pricinoples need to be woven into the use of technology in practice.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @johannablack1: A2: Personally, I am not prepared because I have never heard of any of these things!! learning more about these would h...

holly graybill @graybill_holly @KourtMabry @CyberSocialWork Good point. Clients today do face issues because of social media and it's important to know how to work through that. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Shand_Kydd: A2. I don't think social workers are familiar with these "conditions" at all, mainly because they are still in their infanc...

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
A2 Unfortunately I have never heard of these health issues. I would need to some research on this. Seemingly so I know as a Social Worker I am not prepared to take on this task until I am properly trained on such. #MacroSW #SWK3100 #MacroSW #MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @realLizzieD Interesting book title. Why do you recommend it? #macrosw

Kayla @kiteeples7911 @michell8839320 @CyberSocialWork I have also worked with dementia patients and some are very good at hiding their symptoms. I think that in the digital age, they are even better at hiding it #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda @CyberSocialWork Our #MacroSW students did their homework AND the extra credit. https://t.co/5X5Da6g88J

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 From the FOMO article: "our children are unwitting subjects in a colossal, frightening human experiment whose outcome is potentially disastrous"— a bit hyperbolic. See how @gamertherapist uses Minecraft for #SEL social-emotional learning. https://t.co/iOBBG2M34F #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder @OfficialMacroSW A2: Many SWKrs are not prepared on how to ethically & responsibly use tech in SWK practice. I often hear SWK's wanting to ignore and avoid use all together out of fear of misuse #MacroSW
Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A2 Clinicians should distinguish pop psychology vs criteria for addiction (e.g. pathological gambling) #uclaMSW203c #macrow

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
This.  #macrosw https://t.co/IHwlgThDQ3

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A2 Clinicians should distinguish pop psychology vs criteria for addiction (e.g. pathological gambling) #uclaMSW203c #macro...

Loren Waltz @loren_waltz
@AkiiahG10 Bias didn't occur to me for adults working with a younger generation with new technology driven mental health disorders. That's a great answer and I agree that competence is very important when addressing them #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AngieSLeggett: I think there is much more training needed in treating those with digital mental health issues. #Cybersocialwork #Macro...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: I agree, these answers are terrific! The Social Work community is so well informed! #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @KimMSW2018: A2- I think based on most of these answers most of us are not prepared- Makes sense to be aware of the need to be. #macrosw

Jillian Watkins @Jwat1207
@VilleBananas I was also wondering where these terms originated from & if they are widely recognized? #macrosw

Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
@CyberSocialWork Q2 #MacroSW I think there is a lot more research that needs to be obtained, but I think SW can use behaviors like gambling or shopping to try to understand and utilize skills to help these behaviors.

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
RT @CyberSocialWork: @MsAlandis These are all great questions. Hmmm...#MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/1LwXYA0nFu

Ellen H Ullman @CureT1Diabetes
A2 Start with self-awareness. How many therapists, social workers, interns,... have their own phones, etc. out and alerting when with clients? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KP06789931: A2. #Cybersocialwork #macrosw I think some of the mental health issues concerning digital devices are still in the learning...

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A2: "Sorry Ma'am, but your son has been diagnosed with FOMO." I just don't see that becoming a pathological diagnosis. If it does, I think that is taking clinical social work in the wrong direction. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: A1: pt 2 when working with kids in school being technologically competent also requires me to have a good understanding of...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@EJohnsonLCSW So important that we are looking for the evidence when talking about the affects of tech on clients. #macrosw

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Question 3 is coming up in the next minute. Hint- think about teaching SW students & technology #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
A2: there is still a lot of work to be done to get people caught up to speed with the new technology and diagnosis info #swk3100 #MacroSW

Aesha @Aesha94278980
Technologically Competent is having the sufficient skills and knowledge in the use of computers and electronic devices #MacroSW https://t.co/RCvmU8KKV5

Ashley Kissinger @ashley_kiss10
A2: Honestly, this is the first time I'm hearing these terms be used as actual diagnoses. I'm not sure how prepared social workers would feel in treating these. #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @graybill_holly: @CyberSocialWork A2 I think it will be easier for the younger generation to work with these clients, but I still don't...

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbs
A2 I think. Social Workers that have been Social Workers for over 10yrs may need to attend work shops technology is new everyday and we all need to be advised of the changes. The workshops will help Social Workers stay prepared #macrosw #SWK3100

Katelyn @Katelyn04791497
2) not aware of this, there education needs to be implanted for this and I think in time is social workers will@be given the proper info #MacroSw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes Q1 = being ethical with tech such as boundaries and privacy; know how to use the tech; promoting access for all...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
A2: Sometimes I feel the profession is reactive instead of proactive. #MacroSW

Sophia Bejgrowicz @causeisaidS0ph
@CyberSocialWork Q1: It means to be able to use technology in order to best benefit your work/clients, if necessary. Also to be aware of some of the potential dangers like, boundary crossings via social networking, unsecured data and even scams targeting vulnerable populations #macrosw

KelseyMiller @kelmiller22
@KourtMabry Sometimes new technology's are so frustrating, I think that deters people. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @KourtMabry A2: Sometimes I feel the profession is reactive instead of proactive. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: @VilleBananas Do you offer tutorials when you see a person struggling? What could change this? #macrosw

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
A2: More and more people are seeking services for these issues and social workers need to know how to direct clients to the correct services and help them manage every day activities while being aware of the issues. #macrosw

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A2. Just sitting here thinking about our last election and how influential the media was in the process, I think that we are far behind the 8 ball on this one.

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
A2: I think it is important to discuss the problems social media has in regards to self esteem. I talk about this with my clients often #macrosw

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JWat1207: A2: Personally, I can see the impact of technology and social media on our society but I don't know best practices for interv...
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @CyberSocialWork A2: They're not prepared. #macrosw
an hour ago

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@CyberSocialWork To be honest, I complete did not think about this. I would not know how to go about providing treatment to this. This poses something for me to think about #Macrosw
an hour ago

WendyG @WendyJoGraham
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A2 : still lots of using fax machines so...not too prepared. #macrosw
an hour ago

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
RT @kiteeple7911: @michell85883920 @CyberSocialWork I have also worked with dementia patients and some are very good at hiding their sympt...
an hour ago

KP @KP06789931
You would be surprised at how many people go nuts without their phone in their hand or forgotten it at home. #macrosw #cybersocialwork
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Hi004: @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A2: I don't think we will truly be competent in treating this until there is further research...
an hour ago

Kaity Sollenberger @KESollenberger
@CyberSocialWork A2: Apparently I am personally not prepared. I have not heard of any of these mental health issues. I am certainly not surprised by them, but I was unaware that they were a diagnosis. #macrosw
an hour ago

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Q3: What specific technology skills/techniques do you think students should be taught in BSW/MSW programs to prepare for practice in the digital age? #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW
an hour ago

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
A2: We have much to learn when treating digital diagnoses. Upcoming social workers may be struggling with these diagnosis which makes it hard to treat others. This concept of digital diagnoses may sound foreign to social workers who did not grow up in a digital age.#macrosw
an hour ago

Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
@KimMSW2018 #macrosw I honestly think most teenagers with smart phones have this, Whenever I take a phone, you can see the anxiety building
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KESollenberger: @MarleenRubio I agree, but I also think we need to be careful with online therapies as well. In my opinion, there is no...
an hour ago

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@lacednreckless @CyberSocialWork It's a good question...even as a millennial I see "technological" and just think computer systems and social media, but I'm sure there is so much out there I'm totally unaware of that could really benefit clients. #macrosw
an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nick_molina: A2 As a MSW student, there has not been a lot (if any) about digital mental health issues therefore, I say that we are unp...
an hour ago

ITTIC @UBttic
A2: #macrosw Boundaries in technonology are important to explore further to identify potential burnout and compassion fatigue among social workers.
an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@WendyJoGraham @CyberSocialWork Fax machines? Should I dig out my rolodex? #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KourtMabry: A2: Are these actually recognized diagnoses? #MacroSW

an hour ago

Rebecca Light @rl004
RT @MurrayAlexsis: A2: I think it is important to discuss the problems social media has in regards to self esteem. I talk about this with m...

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Social workers always need to consider carefully the areas in which they are most in need of education. macrosw https://t.co/r6sV5Nh32c

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A2: I wish we were more prepared. But education has mostly chosen not to keep up w/ or avoid society's #swtech changes; the...

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @CyberSocialWork Our #MacroSW students did their homework AND the extra credit. https://t.co/5X5Da6g88J

an hour ago

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@annwilder @OfficialMacroSW Yes, I have that same experience #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilleBananas: A2: I don't recall any of those in the DSM-5. Are they recognized in the ICD-10? #MacroSW

an hour ago

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinatySWK
A3: I believe that students should learn the fundamentals of the PC as well as Apple products. Know the tablet, companies are getting away from laptops. Learn what the emojis are and how to have a conversation with them. Learn shortcut keys and Office365 #swk3100 #MacroSW

an hour ago

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
a3- I think the navigation of social media needs to be taught along with lingo used #macrosw

an hour ago

Rusty Shackleford @RustySS21
A3: As an MSW student, I would benefit from being taught to navigate the various social media sites that are popular now #macrosw

an hour ago

michelle becker @michelle85883920
@CyberSocialWork A3- I think there first off needs to be a training on the dx's and how to properly treat them via internet #macrosw

an hour ago

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@rl004 @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW I agree that we need more research in order to properly diagnose and find evidence based treatments #macrosw

an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul I agree - I've experienced work environments where leaders pre-determine that social workers "aren't tech people" and actively reject #swtech knowledge. We can't afford that attitude to prevail. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
I think we should have classes on different data softwares or intake systems we may have to use as an elective #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @realLizzieD: A2: Not very prepared. All Social Workers should read the book, “How To Break Up With Your Phone by Health Journalist, Cat...
Adrienne @wirthadrienne
A2: I do not think we are prepared. I think it is viewed as a problem but interventions have not been established, which I think will be difficult as technology is becoming more & more embedded in society including in practice. #macrosw

Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
A2: Personally, I think we are not so prepared, or at least not aware as we should be. But I think it is very prevalent and we need to become prepared regardless of whatever field we are working in! #SWK3100 #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: @claradoll91 @OfficialMacroSW #macrosw Agreed, similarly, trauma-informed care prinicples need to be woven into the use of te...

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Social workers always need to consider carefully the areas in which they are most in need of education. #macrosw https:...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q3: What specific technology skills/techniques do you think students should be taught in BSW/MSW programs to prepare f...

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A3- and how to USE the social media apps. Before these chats I didnt know much about Twitter... #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @OfficialMacroSW: RT @CyberSocialWork Get ready for Question 2 in one minute. #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW

Rusty Shackleford @RustySS21
RT @KimMSW2018: A3- and how to USE the social media apps. Before these chats I didnt know much about Twitter... #macrosw

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@WendyJoGraham @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW When I started my field placement everyone made fun of me for not knowing how to use a fax machine! I felt like it was old school, but it's still very very prevalent. #macrosw

Ellen H Ullman Ⓥ @CureT1Diabetes
And sometimes new technologies are exciting. #macrosw https://t.co/jZwxq6B0Mw

michelle becker @michell85883920
@Emrapopo_SW or make it mandatory that way everyone is forced to partake and learn #macrosw

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A3: The inclusion of a technology assessment + bio-psychosocial-spiritual assessments #uclaMSW203c #csudhMSW501 #macrosw

tryn amber @TrynAmber
A3 Twitter discussions are a good start #macrosw

Akilah G. @AkilahG10
#MacroSW A3: I honestly have no idea how to address that #SWK3100

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @CyberSocialWork Our #MacroSW students did their homework AND the extra credit. https://t.co/SX5Da6g88J

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294882
#MacroSW #Cybersocialwork A2: Approach technique is critical. Its the same difference coping many other anxieties. Statistically we don't have enough data to effectively cope with this challenge but I believe we have patient and eager social workers ready to render service.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kiteeple7911: @michell85883920 @CyberSocialWork I have also worked with dementia patients and some are very good at hiding their sympt...

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
A3. I think the only thing social workers should really be concerning themselves with as far as technology in clinical practice is concerned is the process of safeguarding privacy/record keeping issues. #MacroSW

Johanna Black @johannahblack1
@michell85883920 @CyberSocialWork GREAT POINT! since a lot of treatment is done w technology, this is important to know. great! #macrsw

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
@UBMadeMeDoIt This is a great perspective. I never would have though that it needs to be under continued education until now, however, I can see how it is important, especially in our younger generations. #macrsw

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
@KimMSW2018 yes I agree! I still don't know what half the apps out there are... #macrsw

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@CyberSocialWork A3: Technology Competency! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW A2 Clinicians should distinguish pop psychology vs criteria for addiction (e.g. pathological gambling) #uclaMSW203c #macr...

Igby @Igbydrood
A3: Honestly, simple things like how to operate a webinar. Excel skills are ALWAYS useful, and maintaining a social media presence for our agencies. Creating trainings and being able to conduct them online #macrsw

Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
@CyberSocialWork #macrsw Confidentiality, and maintaining boundaries if friend requests or followers who are clients want to be added. It may be something that needs to be addressed in the beginning of the therapeutic relationship.

Michelle Becker @michell85883920
@KourtMabry @CyberSocialWork preach girl!! #macrsw

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
@cacorrao @KimMSW2018 I do TF-CBT with clients and the quite a few parents have told me about the incidents that occur when they remove a phone or tablet from the child. It's a serious punishment to children. #macrsw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SamanthaWeirc2: A2: I don’t think social workers are nearly as prepared for this than we should be. Cyber issues are rampant, but you...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Igbydrood A3: Honestly, simple things like how to operate a webinar. Excel skills are ALWAYS useful, and maintaining a social media p...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @claradoll91: A1: It means that social workers have a duty to themselves and the field to be nimble and as technology develops further i...

Holly Graybill @graybill_holly
@CyberSocialWork I actually don't even know what digital dementia is...? #macrsw

Rusty Shackleford @RustySS21
@KimMSW2018 I made a twitter just to be part of this chat, and had my account locked. Knowing how to use sites is half the battle #macrsw

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...5%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2F5%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CureT1Diabetes: A2 Start with self-awareness. How many therapists, social workers, interns,... have their own phones, etc. out and aler...

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: @claradoll91 @OfficialMacroSW #macrosw Agree, similarly, trauma-informed care prinicples need to be woven into the use of te...

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @EJohnsonLCSW So important that we are looking for the evidence when talking about the affects of tech on clients. #m...

an hour ago

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
I really love this answer #swk3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/5UFn8oxd0z

an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A3: The inclusion of a technology assessment + bio-psychosocial-spiritual assessments #uclaMSW203c #csudhMSW501 #macrosw

an hour ago

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@TrynAmber Agreed. #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: RT @KourtMabry A2: Sometimes I feel the profession is reactive instead of proactive. #MacroSW

an hour ago

Angela S Leggett @AngieSLeggett
A3: There should be more electronic presentation skills taught #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW

an hour ago

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
I think understanding boundaries and ethics are the most important thing social workers need to learn in regards to technology #macrosw

an hour ago

Ivonne J. Maldonado @ivytona
"Digital dementia = the deterioration of brain function as a result of the overuse of digital technology, such as computers, smart phones and Internet use. Common symptoms of digital dementia include memory problems, shortened attention spans and emotional flattening." #MacroSW

an hour ago

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@Shand_Kydd Very valid point! #MacroSW

an hour ago

KP @KP06789931
A3. All students should know how to use a computer with typing skills of course and know how to text and tweet from a cell phone or tablet. #macrosw #cybersocialwork

an hour ago

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea66732810
A3: I did not know how to use twitter before this class. You have to start earlier #MacroSW

an hour ago

Johanna Black @johannajblack1
q3: learning different types of technology, i.e. apple vs. android, tablet vs. pc, etc. #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @overcomeobbys: A2 I think. Social Workers that have been Social Workers for over 10yrs may need to attend work shops technology is new...

an hour ago

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A3. We should be competent in all areas of social media, the tech is the vehicle, its the media platforms that we should be looking at.

an hour ago

lajoy morgan @lajoymorgan
#SWK3100 #MacroSW Hello my name is La joy Morgan I am a student at UD MERCY studying SWK

an hour ago
Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A3: As a student, I find it helpful to learn from peers who are technologically competent with various forms of tech. Perhaps students and faculty can provide each other with training on how to utilize specific types of software or apps during lecture or field seminar #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@OfficialMacroSW @WendyJGraham @CyberSocialWork Health care environments (hospitals for example) maintain “old tech” like pagers and fax machines, often because the tech is so embedded in the infrastructure. I carried the same pager for 10 years. #MacroSW https://t.co/7VzW52r2zZ

Kelsey Sobel @Kelsey_Sobel
Q3 Collaboration and Risk Management #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q3: What specific technology skills/techniques do you think students should be taught in BSW/MSW programs to prepare f...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q3: What specific technology skills/techniques do you think students should be taught in BSW/MSW programs to prepare f...

local witch @kingdomofwrench
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW Privacy and security practices. Ethics of using/interacting via technology. (1/2) #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@RustySS21 Agreed. I had made one also- Still don't know what I'm doing half the time. Faking it till I make it kinda thing! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A2: #macrosw Boundaries in technonology are important to explore further to identify potential burnout and compassion fatigue...

Sophia Bejgrowicz @causeisaidSOph
Q2: I think we are pretty prepared to be honest. Especially with the phobias, we would treat them somewhat similarly to other phobias dissociated with technology #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Social workers always need to consider carefully the areas in which they are most in need of education. #macrosw https:...

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
@KimMSW2018 you are making great progress, glad to have you involved in tonight's Chat! #macrosw #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/LBWxQNknSZ

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@CyberSocialWork A3 I feel like I have gotten a good introduction to the issue but continued education is the key #MacroSW #SWK3100

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VeterinarySWK: A3: I believe that students should learn the fundamentals of the PC as well as Apple products. Know the tablet, companie...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A3: ethical dilemmas with cyber social work, confidentiality issues, but also lifelong learning to have macro impact. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KimMSW2018: a3- I think the navigation of social media needs to be taught along with lingo used #macrosw

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeirich2
A3: Apparently we have to know how to manage Twitter #macrosw https://t.co/NAHWeLsya

Loren Waltz @loren_waltz
I think it would be interesting to discuss/learn about the different ways to interact with your client via technology. We currently talk about sitting straight, not crossing arms, eye contact, head nodding, etc. What skills would be different, if any? #macrosw
Nick @nick_molina
A3 Possibly understanding how to Skype, navigate @Twitter, and other social media outlets. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul I agree - I've experienced work environments where leaders pre-determine that social workers *aren't* tech pe...

Kaity Sollenberger @KESollenberger
@CyberSocialWork A3: I don't think we necessarily need more training in technology skills or techniques, but I do think we need to learn about the new diagnosis that are because of technology and evidence-based interventions to utilize with clients. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes for Q2 = Most haven't heard of these before; important to make sure we are grounding our interventions with EBP. #macrosw

KP @KP06789931
Thank you Marleen! #macrosw #cybersocialwork

local witch @kingdomofwench
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW How tech intersects with axes of oppression, e.g. disability, race, etc. (2/2) #MacroSW

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
A3: Basic computer skills is a must as well as how to navigate social media and search engines. #macrosw

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@overcomeobbbys @UBSSW I sure see this #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@CyberSocialWork Thank you, happy to be here! Collaboration with other Social Workers is valuable in the learning process. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @wirthadrienne: A2. I do not think we are prepared. I think it is viewed as a problem but interventions have not been established, which...

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDoIt
A3: I think something SW programs need to be teaching is how to have appropriate technological relationships with clients. I know multiple people who look clients up if they feel they aren't getting the whole story #macrosw

Gary @itgarythesnail
A3: Basic use of word, powerpoint, search engines for both daily use and scientific journals; knowing of the different ways people communicate over the internet. All of these skills/techniques are also things that can be passed on to future clients. #macrosw

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbbys
To prepare students for the technology times I think a correlation needs to be drawn about why the new way the best way to help clients #macrosw #SWK3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q3: What specific technology skills/techniques do you think students should be taught in BSW/MSW programs to prepare f...

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
RT @MsAlandis: I really love this answer #swk3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/SUFn8oxd0z

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MarleenRubio: A2: Personally, I think we are not so prepared, or at least not aware as we should be. But I think it is very prevalent a...
Rusty Shackleford @RustyS521
@KimMSW2018 You and me both! It can be so overwhelming at first but I think diving headfirst is a great way to learn this stuff #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A3 Use of #SocialMedia. We've been giving this infographic to all new #MSW students - developed it 4 years now https://t.co/yGJLrSD1nZ <Request a free copy! And here are related short videos: https://t.co/oCGyEnSDU #MacroSW #SWtech 1/3 https://t.co/IJmRyb6x4

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @itgarythesnail: A3: Basic use of word, powerpoint, search engines for both daily use and scientific journals; knowing of the different...

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW A3: Boundaries with use of cellphones and laptops, being able to turn off and shut down when focused attention and soft skills are a requirement #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A3 Use of #SocialMedia. We've been giving this infographic to all new #MSW students - developed it 4 years now https://t.co/yGJ...

Kayla @ktpeeples7911
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A3. Technology competency and confidentiality. I think all too often we are quick to request and accept requests without thinking about boundaries #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A3 (2): virtual case management should be a thing. #MacroSW

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A3: How to proficiently use empirical literature databases like PsychINFO and SocINDEX. #MacroSW

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@CyberSocialWork Teaching how to properly do treatment via internet and diagnosis. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A3 There are many educational tools for #SWed and #Technology from “Teaching and Learning in Social Work” https://t.co/gAtqqKwg9T #MacroSW <Blog of @laurelhitchcock 2/3

Rebecca Light @rrl004
@VilleBananas I agree, David. Hasn't “FOMO” always been a thing? #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A3 and professors give assignments on using #technology - this #MacroSW chat holds semi-annual sessions with students on #IncomeInequality w/ @laurelhitchcock and @JimmySW https://t.co/vtg9qoOIon #MacroSW #SWtech 2/3 https://t.co/kIFBP5iRrj

michelle becker @michell85883920
@tweetoutreach or could be a required class for college students #macrosw

Carrie Corrao @cacorrao
@kmarie228 #macroSW- Yes, we may have to look at media classes, but also keep up to date with the changing technologies. I can see future trainings and seminars about this topic to keep up to date.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @michell85883920: @CyberSocialWork A3- I think there first off needs to be a training on the dx's and how to properly treat them via int...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@UBSSW Thanks for that shout out, Pat! #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @RustySS21: A3: As an MSW student, I think we would benefit from being taught to navigate the various social media sites that are popula... an hour ago

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@RustySS21 Unfortunatelty though when working with clients we don't have this luxury as they need intervention ASAP. Frustrating.. #macrosw an hour ago

KP @KP06789931
Go ahead Rosemary! #macrosw #cybersocialwork an hour ago

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW I think it really depends on where society is at. Recently, Facebook and Snap chat have been popular. Several years ago Myspace was popular. I think that professors and students need to stay up to date on what is most popular and work this into the curriculum. #macrosw an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @nancy_kusmaul I agree - I've experienced work environments where leaders pre-determine that social workers *aren't tech pe... an hour ago

clarab. @claradoll91
A3: how to spot Digital red flags and what is the best way to work in those situations. #macrosw an hour ago

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
A3 (part 2): There should be a class for MSW students that comes with a tech package that includes an iPad, Apple Pencil, free apps like Office365 plus the latest tech books. Set the students up for the ultimate success! 😊 #SWK3100 #MacroSW an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Emrapopo_SW: I think we should have classes on different data softwares or intake systems we may have to use as an elective #macrosw an hour ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@CyberSocialWork A3: Digital security competency...how we keep our client's data secure #MacroSW an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KimMSW2018: A3- and how to USE the social media apps. Before these chats I didnt know much about Twitter... #macrosw an hour ago

B™ @lacednreckless
@CyberSocialWork A2: I think the younger generation would have a better handle on dealing with digital mental health issues. I'm really interested in this terminology! Where is the research on these new developing mental health issues in the digital age?! #MacroSW an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @courtneyann2018: @CyberSocialWork Teaching how to properly do treatment via internet and diagnosis. #macrosw an hour ago

Heather Mabry-Kourt @KourtMabry
@loren_waltz Interesting point! I did not think about this, but its very true. #MacroSW an hour ago

momwifelawyer @childwelfarelaw
RT @RustySS21: A3: As an MSW student, I think we would benefit from being taught to navigate the various social media sites that are popula... an hour ago

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A3: I've done mini trainings for some of my peers on how to utilize different websites that social workers and other professionals can utilize to distribute event invites, needs assessments, and feedback surveys to community members. #macrosw an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CureT1Diabetes: And sometimes new technologies are exciting. #macrosw https://t.co/jZwxq6B0Mw an hour ago

Kayla @klteeples7911
@KourtMabry @CyberSocialWork Absolutely!! It's definitely needed! #MacroSW an hour ago
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Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @cacorrao: @CyberSocialWork #macrosw Confidentiality, and maintaining boundaries if friend requests or followers who are clients want to...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
A3: At the very least, students need to be prepared to create technology policy and complete online billing for their practice. #MacroSW https://t.co/EgNXodndHm

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A3: The inclusion of a technology assessment + bio-psychosocial-spiritual assessments uclaMSW203c #csudhMSW501 #macrosw

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
@VilleBanan It is a thing but social workers were not in the development process so they kinda suck uclaMSW203c #macrosw

Ellen H Ullman @CureT1Diabetes
A3 vital to teach about secure transmission of data.... #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TrynAmber: A3 Twitter discussions are a good start #macrosw

David McCollum @VilleBanan
@rl004 I suppose but now it's digital. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A3: At the very least, students need to be prepared to create technology policy and complete online billing for their pract...

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#Cybersocialworker #MacroSW I believe all social workers need to be taught the basics. Learning how to type, navigating, and understanding multiple formats within programs, applications, software, social media outlets, etc.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CureT1Diabetes A3 vital to teach about secure transmission of data.... #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MsAlandis: I really love this answer #swk3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/5UFn8oxd0z

Alexsis Murray @MurrayAlexsis
@igbydrood Learning how to operate a webinar and how to set up presentations were things that I didn't realize they were important for me to learn until I was forced to do these things on my own. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#swtech the youth have spoken and asked questions. #MacroSW https://t.co/Hlxpqhkhd1

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MurrayAlexsis: @UBMadeMeDolt This is a great perspective. I never would have thought that it needs to be under continued education until...

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDolt
@MurrayAlexsis This is my first time ever using twitter. There's going to be even more types of social media and uses for it in the future for our field. Unless we keep up with it we might never fully understand the interactions our younger clients are having #macrosw

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
RT @CureT1Diabetes: A3 vital to teach about secure transmission of data.... #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KourtMabry: @CyberSocialWork A3: Technology Competency! #MacroSW

an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ivytona: “Digital dementia = the deterioration of brain function as a result of the overuse of digital technology, such as computers, s...

an hour ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A3 and professors give assignments on using #technology - this #MacroSW chat holds semi-annual sessions with students on #Income...

an hour ago

Rusty Shackleford @RustySS21
@KimMSW2018 Staying ahead of the technological trends is something that SW have to do to make sure we're prepared for intervention! #macrosw

an hour ago

Aesha @Aesha94278980
A3: I would say how to navigate the different social media sites. I honestly did not know how to use twitter but it was a requirement for discussion post in one of my classes. #macrosw

an hour ago

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW A3: Good consumer research skills that support discernment of high quality information available online, e.g. impact factors for journals, resource pages and sites with levels of credibility that would be endorsed in ethical SWK practice #MacroSW

an hour ago

Sophia Bejgrowicz @causeisaidSOfh
@CyberSocialWork Q3: I would say the main focus should be on how to use technology professionally and formally as a social worker, since many of us use it a million times a day for various reasons and in a wide variety of situations #macrosw

an hour ago

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
A3: Working in a domestic violence shelter I have had to learn new ways of keeping my clients safe. Tracking on Apple products, geolocation, sharing location and all the ways people can message each other has created new dynamics of abuse. #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lgbbydrood: A3: Honestly, simple things like how to operate a webinar. Excel skills are ALWAYS useful, and maintaining a social media p...

an hour ago

Patricia Ketzner @Pketzner
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork A3: Digital security competency...how we keep our client's data secure #MacroSW

an hour ago

Danielle Bernas @DanielleBernas2
@OfficialMacroSW @CureT1Diabetes Especially with the new shift to online counseling platforms #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @cacorrao: @CyberSocialWork #macrosw Confidentiality, and maintaining boundaries if friend requests or followers who are clients want to...

an hour ago

Patricia Ketzner @Pketzner
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork A3: Digital security competency...how we keep our client's data secure #MacroSW

an hour ago

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
A3: Working in a domestic violence shelter I have had to learn new ways of keeping my clients safe. Tracking on Apple products, geolocation, sharing location and all the ways people can message each other has created new dynamics of abuse. #macrosw

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @cacorrao: @CyberSocialWork #macrosw Confidentiality, and maintaining boundaries if friend requests or followers who are clients want to...

an hour ago

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
A3 I think students should be taught how to set up video chats with clients who are not mobile. Understanding what can and can not be discussed in the video chats. Also being able to keep records on smartphone/Ipads/tablets and becoming paperless. #MacroSW #SWK3100

an hour ago

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork A3: Digital security competency...how we keep our client's data secure #MacroSW

an hour ago

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A3. One thing I must say is that we need to be careful about how we communicate using tech for work purposes.

an hour ago

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...5%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2F5%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q2 = Most haven't heard of these before; important to make sure we are grounding our interventions with EBP...

A3: How to use encryption with emails and messengers like WhatsApp and how to use VPNs. #MacroSW

@OfficialMacroSW: A3: Typing/Keyboarding! I heard from manager at local child protection services that new #socialworkers are struggling to type. #macrosw

A3. Typing/Keyboarding! I heard from manager at local child protection services that new #socialworkers are struggling to type. #macrosw

@OfficialMacroSW: A3: How to use encryption with emails and messengers like WhatsApp and how to use VPNs. #MacroSW

RT @VilleBananas: A3: How to use encryption with emails and messengers like WhatsApp and how to use VPNs. #MacroSW

@KonradAGreene1: #swk3100 A3: To offer training to social workers on how to maneuver around the various social sites and familiarity with them #macrosw. Mandated training because it is a dis-service not to be able to have discussion with clients and others about it. #macrosw

@igbydrood: RT @MurrayAlexsis: you and me both. I'm the youngest person in my office (by 20 years) so whenever something like that comes up, I am expected to take the lead. #macrosw

@OfficialMacroSW: A3: ethical dilemmas with cyber social work, confidentiality issues, but also lifelong learning to have macro impact. #MacroSW

@tweetoutreach: A3: ethical dilemmas with cyber social work, confidentiality issues, but also lifelong learning to have macro impact. #MacroSW

@StuckonSW: This! we need to teach critical thinking about how tech can be an adjunct and come along side change (or not) #macrosw https://t.co/yg6YDoNLxN

@VeterinarySWK: Nice Keisha #SWK3100 #MacroSW

@nancy_kusmaul: Funny but true. I carried one for years too! #macrosw https://t.co/C7FKIWfyBl

@UBSSW: There are many educational tools for #SWed and #Technology from "Teaching and Learning in Social Work" https://t.co/gAtqqKwg...

@kingdomofwench: @CyberSocialWork@OfficialMacroSW How tech intersects with axes of oppression, e.g. disability, race, etc. (2/2) #MacroSW

@OfficialMacroSW: RT @StuckonSW: This! we need to teach critical thinking about how tech can be an adjunct and come along side change (or not) #macrosw http...

@RustyS521: @VilleBananas A3: Excellent point! Confidentiality can't be achieved without utilizing private connections! #macrosw

@nancy_kusmaul: RT @UBSSW: A3 There are many educational tools for #SWed and #Technology from "Teaching and Learning in Social Work" https://t.co/gAtqqKwg...

Yes! There have been an alarming amount of breaches lately. #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/pFesW3NWZk

@CyberSocialWork: You can find additional resources/links related to this Chat topic on the #MacroSW webpage #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/W7JqTKpNNm
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@VilleBananas You may find this infographic I created with a librarian colleague helpful for this: https://t.co/DUu5hMmNWM #MacroSW

Patricia Ketzner @PKetznr
RT @Brandon46294682: #Cybersocialworker #MacroSW I believe all social workers need to be taught the basics. Learning how to type, navigation...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @spcummings: @OfficialMacroSW @WendyJoGraham @CyberSocialWork Health care environments (hospitals for example) maintain "old tech" like...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: @OfficialMacroSW A3: Boundaries with use of cellphones and laptops, being able to turn off and shut down when focused attent...

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@lgbydroad @OfficialMacroSW Agree. I always include how to participate in professional meetings online using a webcam and how to engage in online training formats like webinars. #MacroSW

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
A3. Students and social workers need to be brought up to date with all ethics, policies, and basic computer knowledge #swk3100 #MacroSW

Elizabeth Navarro @LadyOnTheMoon_
Q3 maybe how to work with different softwares and also how to incorporate technology into our work there are amazing programs out there that maximize work but these nonprofits are still struggling and using outdated systems #MacroSW

Patricia Ketzner @PKetznr
RT @RustySS21: @VilleBananas A3: Excellent point! Confidentiality can't be achieved without utilizing private connections! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A3 (2): virtual case management should be a thing. #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@nancy_kusmaul In fairness, getting my first pager meant I was formally hired full-time, so I wore my pager with pride in 2003. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilleBananas: A3: How to proficiently use empirical literature databases like PsychINFO and SocINDEX. #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
@hardlynormal You are very inspiring #MacroSW

Sarah Vidzicki @sdvidzic
A3 discuss breach of confidentiality and proper ways to send emails (secure), show how to create particular documents. #MacroSW

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
A3: Technology will always change. 5 years ago, we had no idea of the tech capabilities that would be present today. We can't predict the future. We need to have students have the skills to adapt & understand the importance of continued education. #MacroSW https://t.co/4KH76lBoyM

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @cacroraoc: @kmarie228 #macroSW- Yes, we may have to look at media classes, but also keep up to date with the changing technologies. I ca...

ITTIC @UBittic
A3. #macrosw How technology can work against efforts in creating a trauma-informed care system, such as location based services and electronic communciation methods.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@spcummings @nancy_kusmaul I so get that! I miss my rolodex! #macrosw
Loren Waltz @loren_waltz
@ElizabethRoosa @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW Agreed! I think it's important to note too if you're working face-to-face with the younger generation so that you can connect with them and ask realistic questions about their life. If I had a SW ask me about my Myspace today, I would not be able to take them seriously #macrosw

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
A3: the use of digital tools, the use of online search strategies for research, how to create digital presentations and infographics, and how to be professional on video communication #SWK3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@OfficialMacroSW It's great stuff, @laurelhitchcock ! #MacroSW

Danay Hershey @HersheyD47
A3: I think email and texting etiquette need to be emphasized. It is easy to justify a sloppy response but it is still a reflection on ourselves and our agency and we need to be mindful of that. #MacroSW

Sophia Bejgrowicz @causeisaidSOp
RT @lgbydrood: A3: Honestly, simple things like how to operate a webinar. Excel skills are ALWAYS useful, and maintaining a social media p...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ElizabethRoosa: @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW I think it really depends on where society is at. Recently, Facebook and Snap chat ha...

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Great to see you this evening @StuckonSW #macrosw #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/WKflsTgRvX

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork #MacroSW

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
#SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/k1GyqEjGBW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@AlyssaLotmore This is such an important point! What would you call that skill...staying current on the tech stuff? #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kmarie228: A3: I've done mini trainings for some of my peers on how to utilize different websites that social workers and other profess...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@spcummings @CyberSocialWork Keeping data secure that's a biggie & not something I was taught in school but my field experience was on top of those trainings #macrosw

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@spcummings @CyberSocialWork This is important. Confidentiality is crucial to the trust our clients have with us, so being able to confidently say "your information is safe" is a good way to utilize technology. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @VilleBananas You may find this infographic I created with a librarian colleague helpful for this: https://t.co/DUu5hMmNWM...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A3 Use of #SocialMedia. We've been giving this infographic to all new #MSW students - developed it 4 years now https://t.co/yGJ...

Ashley Kissinger @ashley_kiss10
A3: I think most social workers already have an advanced view of technology, especially when entering college. However, programs should review current social media for social workers to be aware of what clients are using and how to correctly navigate this with them. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MurrayAlexsis: @Igbydrood Learning how to operate a webinar and how to set up presentations were things that I didn't realize they were...

Shakesha Stirling @VeterinarySWK
I was just reading about the virtual office. It's amazing what technology brings to us on a daily basis! #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/0wAtkJ7km5

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDoIt
A3: I think we also need to learn selfcare around using technology with our clients. Often times we have clients emailing us even when we aren't on the clock and it can be too easy to turn your down time into work time which isn't good for anyone #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #swtech the youth have spoken and asked questions. #MacroSW https://t.co/Hlxpqhkhd1

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StuckonSW: This! we need to teach critical thinking about how tech can be an adjunct and come along side change (or not) #macrosw http...

Ivonne J. Maldonado @ivytona
A2: I work with high school students & I witness the constant use of cell phones (social media, texting, etc). When students are asked to put their phones away or to give it to a staff member it is as if the world ended. #MacroSW https://t.co/frPmQGqSie

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Next question about one minute....#MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/JMOz5YROT1

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
RT @graybill_holly: @spcummings @CyberSocialWork This is important. Confidentiality is crucial to the trust our clients have with us, so b...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork Next question about one minute.....#MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/UsMLjpPjS3

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@CyberSocialWork A3 This is hard to answer because new technologies are coming out every day...so how effective is it to teach something that will be outdated in 2 years? How do you stay on top of it? #Macrosw

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea66732810
A4: I used to help clients skype with psychiatrists. It was a helpful form of communication #MacroSW

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
@OfficialMacroSW Wow I find that shocking! #macrosw

Kate @Kate74080997
@HersheyD47 I agree, think twice before you hit send! #macrosw

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW great answers

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@CyberSocialWork great to be here! thanks for hosting :) #macrosw

Rebecca Light @rll004
@CyberSocialWork A3: I think terms and understanding how general technology works is more important than any specific system. I do think that EMR/record systems are becoming more prevalent, as well as social media, and Microsoft programs are also important. #macroSW

KP @KP06789931
@realLizzieD @OfficialMacroSW Yes, Elizabeth learning how to type is a must! #macrosw #cybersocialwork

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork Nomophobia was a new one for me! 😊 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@CyberSocialWork Ohhh...we can't wait! Question 4! #macrosw

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @LadyOnTheMoon_: Q3 maybe how to work with different softwares and also how to incorporate technology into our work there are amazing pr...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@causeisaidSOpH @CyberSocialWork It's important to make the distinction too. The platforms I use for work are totally different than what I use for personal. #macrosw

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@UBMadeMeDoIt @rll004 So true #MacroSW #SWK3100

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#Cybersocialworker #MacroSW A3: I believe all social workers need to be taught the basics. Learning how to type, navigating, and understanding multiple formats within programs, applications, software, social media outlets, etc.

Mark Horvath @hardlynormal
#macrosw Hey all, I have been helping homeless people online for a decade including training social workers and clients with learning disblities. The advantages of using tech to save lives and reduce costs far outweigh any perceived risks.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@UBMadeMeDolt @MurrayAlexsis Congrats on jumping in tonight! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A3: Technology will always change. 5 years ago, we had no idea of the tech capabilities that would be present today, We...

Kate @Kate74080997
@Rusty5521 @VilleBananas this is so true! #macrosw

David McCollum @VilleBananas
We should start advocating for people to stop using technology that sells and shares their personal data (e.g., Facebook) and advocating for people to stop using outdated and insecure technologies like old operating systems (e.g., Windows Vista or older) or old browsers. #MacroSW

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
@UBMadeMeDolt I have to admit, I am guilty of this from time to time.......#macrosw https://t.co/X8CQQMkF0r

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @MurrayAlexsis: @Igbydrood Learning how to operate a webinar and how to set up presentations were things that I didn't realize they were...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Aesha94278980: A3: I would say how to navigate the different social media sites. I honestly did not know how to use twitter but it was...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: @igbydrood @OfficialMacroSW Agree. I always include how to participate in professional meetings online using a webcam and how...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: @OfficialMacroSW A3: Good consumer research skills that support discernment of high quality information available online, e....

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A3: Working in a domestic violence shelter I have had to learn new ways of keeping my clients safe. Tracking on Apple pr...

Janet @CyberSocialWork
Q4: Discuss your level of comfort and/or experience using video-conferencing platforms like Skype, Vsee, Zoom, etc. #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@MarshAlesia @CyberSocialWork This speaks to a need for higher ed to be as cutting-edge as possible, working with the fields of practice. It's great the trainings are there for you! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bangieb926: A3 I think students should be taught how to set up video chats with clients who are not mobile. Understanding what can and...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@Nic0letteRuth Wow! I never thought of those implications. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @causeisaidSOph @CyberSocialWork It's important to make the distinction too. The platforms I use for work are totally d...

Rebecca Light @rll004
@MurrayAlexsis @UBSSW @igbydrood Great points Alexis! I see that allll the time with the older generation SWers I've worked with! #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DanielleBernas2: @OfficialMacroSW @CureT1Diabetes Especially with the new shift to online counseling platforms #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilleBananas: A3: How to use encryption with emails and messengers like WhatsApp and how to use VPNs. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A3. Typing/Keyboarding! I heard from manager at local child protection services that new #socialworkers are struggli...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q4: Discuss your level of comfort and/or experience using video-conferencing platforms like Skype, Vsee, Zoom, etc. #M...

Konrad A. Greene @KonradAGreene1
#swk3100 A2: I do not believe Social workers are prepared for this digital revolution. How can a SW have a discussion with client or family about it when they themselves know very little about cyberspace and all of its many features.? SW need training yesterday #macrosw!!!!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q4: Discuss your level of comfort and/or experience using video-conferencing platforms like Skype, Vsee, Zoom, etc. #M...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KonradAGreene1: #swk3100 A3: To offer training to social workers on how to menuver around the various social sites and familiarity with...
RT @StuckonSW: This! we need to teach critical thinking about how tech can be an adjunct and come along side change (or not) #macrosw

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A4- I'm comfortable with it. I'm currently skyping with one of my classmates right now. #macrosw

Igby @ilgydrood
A4: Moderate. I've set up those things a few times, and our agency is looking to gain access to a better system to increase the number of people we can have on a single call/webinar. #macrosw

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
A4. Zero. Never heard of them save for Skype. Skype's quality is so terrible, I never use it. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Funny but true. I carried one for years too! #macrosw https://t.co/C7FKiWfyBI

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbs
With all the hacking going on, how safe or confidential is client information? Just a thought... #macrosw #SWK3100

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A4- I feel its a great way to communicate in different places. #macrosw

Margaret Murry @14MurryM
A4: I am not very comfortable doing video conferencing. However I have not tried to do it myself before #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A3: Technology will always change. 5 years ago, we had no idea of the tech capabilities that would be present today, We...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: @lacednreckless You can find additional resources/links related to this Chat topic on the #MacroSW webpage #Cybersocia...

KelseyMiller @kelmiller22
A2 I'm not a clinical social worker but are these real disorders?! #MacroSW

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
@AlyssaLotmore I agree it is about being flexible and having a willingness to learn new things. I had never used twitter before and I am happy that my college incorporated this into the curriculum because it is a useful tool to have these discussions and learn #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @VilleBananas You may find this infographic I created with a librarian colleague helpful for this: https://t.co/DUu5hMmNWM...

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
A4: besides skype, I have never heard of any of those, so I would say my comfortability level is low #macrosw

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
yes this would be very key in being a competent and efficient social worker #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/xYmppZspEB

Rebecca Light @ril004
@ilgydrood @MurrayAlexsis ME TOO! It's very annoying after a while. Someone told a patient (medical setting) that I would set up their voicemail next time I was on the office. I can't even set up my own voicemail, let alone on a flip phone 😫 #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
A4: Piece of cake. #MacroSW https://t.co/fp8pL3YdHc
Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
@CyberSocialWork A4: I'm very comfortable with Skype, VSee and other video-conferencing platforms. It's a convenient way to communicate with a worldwide reach. #SWK3100 #MacroSW

39 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwildер: @Igbydrood @OfficialMacroSW Agree. I always include how to participate in professional meetings online using a webcam and how...

39 minutes ago

Angela S Leggett @AngieSLeggett
A4: I am comfortable using Skype, Zoom, Go2Meeting. Use them frequently. #UABsocWork #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW

39 minutes ago

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@OfficialMacroSW Seriously? I feel like kids now a days know how to type in elementary school! #macrosw

39 minutes ago

Katelyn @Katelyn04791497
Never had the opportunity to do it, don't feel comfortable but it doesn't hurt to try it out #MacroSw

39 minutes ago

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
@annwilderk -Nomophobia is fear of being without one's mobile device (No-Mobile) #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/yDly1RDc7

39 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes Q3 = basics such as typing, copying/pasting, and answering the phone to high tech such as data security & encryption #macrosw

39 minutes ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@CyberSocialWork Our MSW program uses Zoom to connect for live sessions. #MacroSW

39 minutes ago

Karen 𝕊 rotterdam @karenzgoda
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A3. Working in a domestic violence shelter I have had to learn new ways of keeping my clients safe. Tracking on Apple pr...

39 minutes ago

Kelsey Sobel @Kelsey_Sobel
A4. Never used Skype or Vsee, love Zoom! #MacroSW

39 minutes ago

Nick @nick_molina
A4 I'm not sure how comfortable I would be as a provider because I wouldn't be comfortable as a client. Maybe I'm "old school" for wanting actual human contact/interaction in person and not over my phone/internet. #MacroSW

39 minutes ago

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@CyberSocialWork A4 To be honest I have not had much experience with Skype specifically so my comfort level is not very high I would love to get more comfortable #SWK3100 #MacroSW

39 minutes ago

Kayla @kteeple7911
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A4. I don't personally use video-conferencing and am pretty green to it. I am often learning as I go with a lot of technology #MacroSW

39 minutes ago

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
RT @UBMadeMeDoIt: A3: I think we also need to learn selfcare around using technology with our clients. Often times we have clients emailing...

39 minutes ago

Gary @itgarythesnail
A4: I don't think I would be very comfortable with video-conferencing platforms. Usually when meeting someone, I would first shake their hands. It would be quite hard to do that over a video-conference. Body language and a lot of emotion is lost through a video. #macrosw

39 minutes ago

Courtney @courtneyann2018
@CyberSocialWork I am very confident in using these video-conferencing. The only concern that I have is about privacy, is this automatic or do you have to worry about HIPPA violations? #macrosw

39 minutes ago
Akilah G. @AkilahG10
#MacroSW A4: I am moderately comfortable using such mediums. #SWK3100. https://t.co/3f0lqyDHRG

39 minutes ago

Rebecca Light @rl004
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A4: must webinars use these systems, so between personal use and work related use I've become very accustomed to them! They're not all user friendly, however... #macroSW

38 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VeterinarySWK: @CyberSocialWork A4: I'm very comfortable with Skype, VSee and other video-conferencing platforms. It's a convenient way...

38 minutes ago

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A4- I think it offers a way of staying connected and make new connections as well as networking #macros

38 minutes ago

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
A4. I had to learn how to live stream a broadcast from YouTube/Google Chats. It's kind of complicated at first but after a few times it's a genius way to video-conference and record at the same time. #macrosw

38 minutes ago

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A4: fuzzy or bad reception/connection can be problematic, #MacroSW needs up to date equipment like the business and medical sectors

38 minutes ago

Kaity Sollenberger @KESollenberger
@CyberSocialWork Q4: I am comfortable with Skype, but that is the only program I have used. Although, I have to say, I would not be comfortable doing therapy over Skype. #macrosw

38 minutes ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@CyberSocialWork The skills to keep learning. It is short sighted to think that social work programs can teach students all they need to know about technology. #macrosw

38 minutes ago

Duck on the Platte @mikekoci
RT @hardlynornal: #macrosw Hey all, I have been helping homeless people online for a decade including training social workers and clients w...

38 minutes ago

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDoIt
@kmarie228 @PKetzner It’s so easy to do! Especially when we can get our email to our phones and you just think “oh one quick reply” .... 3 hours later, where does the time go? #macros

38 minutes ago

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@MarshAlesia @spcumings @CyberSocialWork .. good point, lots of privacy/#infosec people I have talked with say the best defense against hacking is a well prepared workforce #macros

38 minutes ago

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@tweetoutreach Ah! Very good point- Its great unless poor connection- then it can be a nightmare. #macros

38 minutes ago

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@spcumings @CyberSocialWork Yes, especially since I graduated with my MSW only 4.5 years ago! #MacroSW

38 minutes ago

KP @KP06789931
A4. Well I'm just about comfortable with anything after being introduced to video voicethreads every week! #macrosw #cybersocialwork https://t.co/UpckHoAZR5

38 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nancy_kusmaul @CyberSocialWork I agree with this 100%! Social workers need to be comfortable with idea of tech. #macrosw

38 minutes ago

Ellen H Ullman Ⓥ
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A3. Working in a domestic violence shelter I have had to learn new ways of keeping my clients safe. Tracking on Apple pr...
Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
A4: I'm not comfortable at all! I don't use video chatting very often and, honestly, I don't use that many social media sites either. #macrosw
https://t.co/JYUhWJ2SC4
37 minutes ago

Mark Horvath @hardlynormal
#macrosw 2/ when working with clients with learning disabilities we were far more concerned about bullying than anything else so we set up a buddy system for staff to monitor their clients use of social media. It's how we communities. it's what y'all are doing now.
37 minutes ago

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A4. The more I use the tech the more comfortable I have become. It was intimidating at first, I have had many issues when using it, but I think that I have the hang of it. I'm still getting use to tweeting!
37 minutes ago

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@CyberSocialWork At my field placement we have video arraignments if we don't feel comfortable having the patient leave the facility, but I don't even know the platform or program that we use for it. #macrosw
37 minutes ago

Kristie Holmes @DrKristie
Be clear about what tech families are using to keep secrets from each other. Not understanding the power of the latest way of connecting with others will eat up your limited time with clients trying to explain. #macrosw https://t.co/CyYLGPf4We
37 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A3 we need to look at the cost of apps, platforms etc. What does your school pay for GoToMeeting or Collaborate etc? #NetNeutrality too is an essential freedom we must advocate for! #MacroSW
37 minutes ago

Angela S Leggett @AngieSLeggett
Come chat with me on #tweetchat https://t.co/Caw7gKkvxU #macrosw
37 minutes ago

Kate @Kate74080997
A4. I've done voice conferencing via Skype for work group supervision. It was definitely more convenient. I noticed it really pushed everyone to speak up, whereas in person I feel like you can get away with not saying much. #macrosw
37 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A3: #macrosw How technology can work against efforts in creating a trauma-informed care system, such as location based service...
37 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: A3: Technology will always change. 5 years ago, we had no idea of the tech capabilities that would be present today. We...
37 minutes ago

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
A4 I am comfortable with video conferencing. I think I would actually prefer video conferencing. My only concern again would be the confidentiality with sharing clients through that form. How secure would it be? #MacroSW #SWK3100
37 minutes ago

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A4: Skype and Zoom are familiar to me, but I have never utilized Vsee before. Probably because Vsee has a fairly high monthly cost for the professional version and I'm still living that unpaid intern life. #macrosw https://t.co/2zzC2tQeyG
37 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @realLizzieD: A3: the use of digital tools, the use of online search strategies for research, how to create digital presentations and in...
37 minutes ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBMadeMeDoIt: A3: we need to look at the cost of apps, platforms etc. What does your school pay for GoToMeeting or Collaborate etc? #NetNeutrality...
37 minutes ago

Rebecca Light @rll004
RT @UBSSW: A3 we need to look at the cost of apps, platforms etc. What does your school pay for GoToMeeting or Collaborate etc? #NetNeutrality...
37 minutes ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @HersheyD47: A3: I think email and texting etiquette need to be emphasized. It is easy to justify a sloppy response but it is still a re...
36 minutes ago

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
A4: I used Skype to communicate with my daughters when they were away at college. We had so much fun with it. #SWK3100 #MacroSW
36 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Great to see you this evening @StuckonSW #macrosw #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/WKflsTgRvX
36 minutes ago

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
We're going to practice with Skype, Pat! You'll love it! #SWK3100 #MacroSW 😊 https://t.co/DpIRgXLRDy
36 minutes ago

Mark Horvath @hardlynormal
#macrosw 3/ Smartphone & Social Media: A Solution to Combat Homelessness https://t.co/FY5PBq93oF
36 minutes ago

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@PKetzer @CyberSocialWork Same! I've used skype a few times, but never utilized it to its full potential. I wonder if it's limiting to me. #macrosw
36 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @AlyssaLotmore This is such an important point! What would you call that skill...staying current on the tech stuff?...
36 minutes ago

brooklyn11210 @brooklyn11210
@StuckonSW @karenzgoda How about how to engage via SMS like @CrisisTextLine or show empathy in SMS like Koko? #swtech #MacroSW
36 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@AngieSLeggett Hello Angie, welcome! We are on question #4: https://t.co/izb77T0ttg #macrosw
36 minutes ago

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
@OfficialMacroSW Good question. I just call it 'staying current with technological trends'. 😏 But just like therapy and new innovations for social work practice, we must stay up-to-date with the best practices so we can best help our clients. This includes tech best practices. #MacroSW
36 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @brooklyn11210: @StuckonSW @karenzgoda How about how to engage via SMS like @CrisisTextLine or show empathy in SMS like Koko? #swtech #M...
36 minutes ago

clarab. @claradoll91
@CyberSocialWork A4: I am pretty comfortable using video conferencing. However, I am sure talking with a client would be more intimidating than speaking with a classmate or friend. #macrosw
36 minutes ago

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
A4. the only video type of conferencing I've ever used is skype once or twice other than face time but I will learn #MacroSw #SWK3100
36 minutes ago

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
@realLizzieD and a great way to stay connected- awesome! #macrosw
36 minutes ago

Danielle Bernas @DanielleBernas2
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW Using conferencing platforms is necessary if we are to reach younger generations. Technology is major mode of communication today, and we are not going to change. We can reach more people at once. #macrosw
36 minutes ago

Rosemary Bonney @overcomoebbys
A 4 This semester using Voice Thread has made me more comfortable in front of cameras I am old school I know technology has changed the way of communication, but there is nothing wrong with a 1 on 1 #macrosw #SWK3100
36 minutes ago

Mark Horvath @hardlynormal
#macrosw 4/ and a more in-depth post https://t.co/VofQOQEvep
36 minutes ago

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...5%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2F5%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
@OfficialMacroSW @AlyssaLotmore TechSavvy? always learning assumed of course- #MacroSW  

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW  
RT @kmarie228: A4: Skype and Zoom are familiar to me, but I have never utilized Vsee before. Probably because Vsee has a fairly high monthl…  

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa  
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A4: I have never heard of Vsee or Zoom therefore, I lack skills and comfort in using them. However, I use Skype regularly and I am comfortable with it. It’s easy to use and it would be useful for counseling because you can see their nonverbal communication as well #macrosw  

David McCollum @VilleBananas  
@CureT1Diabetes I was coerced into making this account for a class. After I graduate, I'm deleting this account. #MacroSW  

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
"24%: Nearly a quarter of internet-using adults have placed a phone call online." Make Calls Online https://t.co/IVZ1TMXd5U via @pewinternet #MacroSW  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q4: Discuss your level of comfort and/or experience using video-conferencing platforms like Skype, Vsee, Zoom, etc. #M…  

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDoIt  
A4: I personally don't like video chatting and avoid it when I can. But I can see there being times where that's the only option for clients and I'll have to take one for the team #macrosw  

Kate @Kate74080997  
@KEsollenberger @CyberSocialWork I'm not sure I'd be comfortable with this either. I would be interested to hear others perspectives though who have. #macrosw  

Nick @nick_molina  
It's been fun! Gotta Go! #MacroSW #BYE https://t.co/9GeZ1ZNqXs  

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia  
@StuckonSW @spcummings @CyberSocialWork Fortunately my Sup realizes the importance of keeping us all up to date on tech & during clinical group meetings will provide tech training. #MacroSW  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @hardlynormal: #macrosw Hey all, I have been helping homeless people online for a decade including training social workers and clients w…  

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork  
Get ready for our next to last question, Question No. 5 in one minute #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @causeisaidSOph @CyberSocialWork It's important to make the distinction too. The platforms I use for work are totally d…  

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @brooklyn11210: @StuckonSW @karenzgoda How about how to engage via SMS like @CrisisTextLine or show empathy in SMS like Koko? #swtech #M…  

Marese @Marese36791591  
#MacroSW A4. The good thing is that almost every class that I take makes me use some form of tech.  

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan  
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...5%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2F5%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15 Page 49 of 68
RT @Kate74080997: @HersheyD47 I agree, think twice before you hit send! #macrosw

Ryan Hannon @tweet outreach
RT @hardlynorman: #macrosw 4/ and a more in-depth post https://t.co/VofQOQeVep

Sunaya Folyan @SunayaFolyan
RT @annwilder: @OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork Nomophobia was a new one for me! 😊 #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nick_molina Thank you for joining #MacroSW tonight!

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Q5: Field Education, Human Behavior, Research, Policy, & Practice are the major curricular areas in SW education. Discuss if you believe “Technology” should be added as a required area in social work curriculum #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Kate @Kate74080997
A3. How to maintain confidentiality and what programs are best to use. #macrosw

Ryan Hannon @tweet outreach
RT @hardlynorman: #macrosw Hey all, I have been helping homeless people online for a decade including training social workers and clients w...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @UBSSW: A3 we need to look at the cost of apps, platforms etc. What does your school pay for GoToMeeting or Collaborate etc? #NetNeutralit...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@brooklyn11210 @karenzgoda @CrisisTextLine Boom! Also use simulation tools like @Kognito #macrosw #swtech

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q5: Field Education, Human Behavior, Research, Policy, & Practice are the major curricular areas in SW education. Disc...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A4 Experienced with Skype and GoToMeeting for distance (not physically present) presentations at conferences. Tweeting during conferences and thus sharing new knowledge. #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @brooklyn11210: @StuckonSW @karenzgoda How about how to engage via SMS like @CrisisTextLine or show empathy in SMS like Koko? #swtech #M...

Jillian Watkins @Jwat1207
A4: I feel comfortable using them, however the quality and reliability of the platforms would concern me. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Shand_Kydd: A4. Zero. Never heard of them save for Skype. Skype’s quality is so terrible, I never use it. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StuckonSW: @brooklyn11210 @karenzgoda @CrisisTextLine Boom! Also use simulation tools like @Kognito #macrosw #swtech

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@VeterinarySWK I will hold you to that Kesha.. thanks #SWK3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Igbydrood: A4: Moderate. I’ve set up those things a few times, and our agency is looking to gain access to a better system to increase...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @StuckonSW @brooklyn11210 @karenzgoda @CrisisTextLine Boom! Also use simulation tools like @Kognito #macrosw #swtech

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @StuckonSW @spcummings @CyberSocialWork Fortunately my Sup realizes the importance of keeping us all up to date on tech &...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KimMSW2018: A4- I'm comfortable with it. I'm currently skyping with one of my classmates right now. #macrosw

Passionatefreedomfighter @chelsea66732810
A5: I think it would be better to integrate technology into each class #MacroSW

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
@VeterinarySWK @OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork What is VSee like?#macrosw

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd
A5. No, I don’t believe technology should be a requirement as of right now in social work education. When the technology becomes more commonplace in social work practice then we can address this medium. #MacroSW

Kim Wright @KimMSW2018
A5- I don’t think it should be Required- I think its good idea but not everyone is supportive of it to make it required. #macrosw

Elana Rapoport @Emrapopo_SW
A5: yes I do, I feel we have already entered a technology focused time we should be more educated on it #macrosw

Karen 🌳 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Another resource: Digital Literacy in Social Work Education: A Case Study Incorporating Technology and Social Media Within the Social Work Curriculum https://t.co/fas9rMpQlC #MacroSW

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A5 I think it should be embedded into every class. EVERY CLASS & offer it as an elective like #uclasmw203c #uclaluskin #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VeterinarySWK: @CyberSocialWork A4: I'm very comfortable with Skype, VSee and other video-conferencing platforms. It's a convenient way...

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#Cybersocialworker #MacroSW A4: At first I was opposed to it. Voicethread and other platforms taught me a lot. It promotes confidence and speech. It gave me a sense of real time when engaging/interacting with colleagues, peers, or friends. Its the future.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AngieSLeggett: A4AI am comfortable using Skype, Zoom, Go2Meeting. Use them frequently. #UABSocWork #Cybersocialwork #MacroSW

Igby @Igbydrood
A5: The number of social workers that I have to train on the simplest of computer functions (i.e. how to sort excel sheets) has me thinking that there should be some sort of yearly technology CEU requirement... #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@CyberSocialWork I’m well versed in Zoom, Google Hangouts, and Skype. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@CyberSocialWork A5: I'm more inclined to see technology become a part of the SW competencies, to be infused throughout a program's curriculum. #MacroSW

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A5: this #MacroSW https://t.co/MmFAt41M2D
Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
@CyberSocialWork A4: I do not really use video-related platforms but I can see how it can be very beneficial at jobs where people cannot always physically be there. However, I am concerned with the implication of privacy, how do we know we are protected? #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
@PKetzer We could've had a Skype conference for class tonight. 😊 #SWK3100 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes Q3 = basics such as typing, copying/pasting, and answering the phone to high tech such as data security & encry...  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork Our MSW program uses Zoom to connect for live sessions. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Another resource: Digital Literacy in Social Work Education: A Case Study Incorporating Technology and Social Media Within...  

Samantha Weirich @SamanthaWeiric2
A5: I think there should be some kind of technology component on a broad basis. Basic typing skills are not widespread as I have recently found out as well as how to navigate basic search engines and learning quickly on new software #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q5: Field Education, Human Behavior, Research, Policy, & Practice are the major curricular areas in SW education. Disc...  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kiteeples7911: @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A4. I don’t personally use video-conferencing and am pretty green to it. I am often le...  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @litgarythesnail: A4: I don’t think I would be very comfortable with video-conferencing platforms. Usually when meeting someone, I would...  

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes Q5 = Most people feel comfortable with a few types of tech - social media, video conferencing - but not all types of tech #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AkilahG10: #MacroSW A4: I am moderately comfortable using such mediums. #SWK3100. https://t.co/3folqyDHRG

Kate @Kate74080997
A2. Personally, I’ve never heard anyone refer to these. I guess I’m a little skeptical that anyone is really fully prepared to handle it since our culture is still in the midst of it. Although, I think they would be issues to easily look further into for deeper meaning. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @rii004: @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A4: must webinars use these systems, so between personal use and work related use I’ve become...  

Ellen H Ullman Ⓥ @CureT1Diabetes
RT @hardlynormal: #macrosw 4/ and a more in-depth post https://t.co/VofQOQEvep

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MarleenRubio: @CyberSocialWork A4: I do not really use video-related platforms but I can see how it can be very beneficial at jobs where...  

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A5: Yes, we need to continue to adapt as other factors in our environment change. Agencies are beginning to utilize more and more digital communication
software and understanding those platforms is crucial to providing competent practice. #macrosw

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
@brooklyn11210 There are actually continuing education workshops in social work that focus on trainings in areas such as this. #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/TXDKLXikb

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A4: fuzzy or bad reception/connection can be problematic, #MacroSW needs up to date equipment like the business and medici... #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A4. I had to learn how to live stream a broadcast from YouTube/Google Chats. It’s kind of complicated at first but after... #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @CyberSocialWork The skills to keep learning. It is short sighted to think that social work programs can teach students... #MacroSW

David McCollum @VilleBananas
A4: Figuring out new technology and software is pretty fun. Shout out to https://t.co/nvv2mxFqgy for hosting most software and shout out to qbittorrent for being a great application to download torrents. #MacroSW

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDoIt
A5: I wanted to say that technology should be a part of the required coursework. But poverty among students is a thing and idk if forcing them to have access to technology for a grade is fair. #macrosw

holly graybill @graybill_holly
@CyberSocialWork It should be incorporated somehow...I think in this day in age cultural competence includes technological competence. #macrosw

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A5 It's really not difficult to convert traditional assignments and tasks to ones related to digital life. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: @MarshAlesia @spcummings @CyberSocialWork .. good point, lots of privacy/#infosec people I have talked with say the best def... #macrosw

Akilah G. @AkilahG10
#MacroSW A5: it definitely wouldn't hurt, but I do believe it should a selection of technology courses to choose from #SWK3100

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
@wirthadrienne @nancy_kusmaul It is definitely interesting. Luckily I was able to participate in an #IBMtechnology safety conference where they taught employees in DV shelters how to keep our clients safe. #macrosw

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW My comfort level with Skype and Zoom is high, not familiar with Vsee... I use Collaborate in D2L with students for synchronous classes, I build in guidance and point earnings for presenting professionally online #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KP06789931: A4. Well I’m just about comfortable with anything after being introduced to video voicethreads every week! #macrosw #cyber...

KP @KP06789931
A5. The way the world is advancing in social work, Technology should have its place in the social work curriculum for students. #macrosw #cybersocialwork

Igby @igbydrood
@KimMSW2018 I disagree. ALL of our client files are electronic and as the database manager, technology challenged social workers are the bane of my existence. #macrosw
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @hardlynorma: #macrow 2/ when working with clients with learning disabilities we were far more concerned about bullying than anything...

30 minutes ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SamanthaWeiric2: A5: I think there should be some kind of technology component on a broad basis. Basic typing skills are not widespread...

30 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes Q4 = Most people feel comfortable with a few types of tech - social media, video conferencing - but not all types of tech #macrow

30 minutes ago

ITTIC @UBittic
3a. Use of tech in a sw’ers practice/personal life should coincide with TIC principles. For example, obtaining client consent for electronic communication conveys choice/trust/collaboration to the client. #macrow https://t.co/SPkA9AhzKK

30 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @graybill_holly: @CyberSocialWork At my field placement we have video arraignments if we don't feel comfortable having the patient leave...

30 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DrKristie: Be clear about what tech families are using to keep secrets from each other. Not understanding the power of the latest way o...

30 minutes ago

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW A5. Another great question. Yes, I think that it should be implemented. Maybe a course or two just to make sure social professionals are competent with new social norms. Tech is apart of our daily lives for the most of us unfortunately.

30 minutes ago

Rosemary Bonney @overcomoeobys
In order to keep up with society technology should be offered in the area of Social Work, but not required #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/alvr7wvhux

30 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kmarie228: A4: Skype and Zoom are familiar to me, but I have never utilized Vsee before. Probably because Vsee has a fairly high monthl...

30 minutes ago

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
A5: And you get technology... And you get technology... And you get technology... #MacroSW https://t.co/sR1YBimT1v

30 minutes ago

Danielle Bernas @DanielleBernas2
@OfficialMacroSW I think it's just exhausting to try to keep up with everything #macrow

29 minutes ago

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @graybill_holly: @CyberSocialWork I think it should be incorporated somehow...I think in this day in age cultural competence includes te...

29 minutes ago

KelseyMiller @kelmiller22
Q4- as a “millennial” I feel very comfortable with these things. However, I've rarely used them in a professional setting #MacroSW

29 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Marese36791591: #MacroSW A4. The good thing is that almost every class that I take makes me use some form of tech.

29 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
A5: #swtech should be embedded within #socialwork curriculum, esp. required courses #MacroSW https://t.co/YqbbzriPKgS

29 minutes ago

Kayla @kteeperles7911
@OfficialMacroSW A5. I definitely think that technology needs to be added. I think that the technology is evolving quickly and we are not being trained on it or about it. As social workers, we should know at least the basics, and I think a lot are lacking in that area #MacroSW

29 minutes ago

Konrad A. Greene @KonradAGreene1
#swk3100 A4: I have heard of Skype but I have never used it. Social workers need media training #macrow!!!!

29 minutes ago
Gary @itgarythesnail
A5: Maybe if "technology" was added as an optional and ungraded part of the curriculum. I don't think it is necessary for it to be required. Research is part of the curriculum, even though many don't come from a research background; UB provides tutors for those who need it. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@EJohnsonLCSW I see this as a natural trend, as more digital tools become commonplace; what we would have called "online education" 10 years ago is now more akin to "education" now #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW A5: Yes, I really do think that technology should be built in as a required area of SWK curriculum and could be infused in all tracks- even HBSE and Direct Practice. It's only becoming more and more prevalent in society. #MacroSW

Lisa Fields @lisafieldsms
RT @UBMadeMeDoIt: A3: I think we also need to learn selfcare around using technology with our clients. Often times we have clients emailing...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A5: We need to incorporate tech assessments into our work with clients that incorporates the lifespan - cradle to grave. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @spcummings: @EJohnsonLCSW I see this as a natural trend, as more digital tools become commonplace; what we would have called "online ed...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@graybill_holly @CyberSocialWork Great point! I agree. #macrosw

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
A5: Yes. Technology will give BSW and MSW grads a competitive advantage in the job market, as well as help them succeed when helping and communicating with clients. #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Kate @Kate74080997
A5. I can't imagine taking an entire semester on this. I think it could be incorporated into a curriculum, and could see the benefit of discussing it. I guess if there was a lot of interest in it, make it an elective. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q5: Field Education, Human Behavior, Research, Policy, & Practice are the major curricular areas in SW education. Disc...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A5. We need to incorporate tech assessments into our work with clients that incorporates the lifespan - cradle to grav...

Katelyn @Katelyn04791497
We need to have more education on technology because there are many people including myself who struggle in this area #MacroSw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A3: Working in a domestic violence shelter I have had to learn new ways of keeping my clients safe. Tracking on Apple pr...

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Nic0letteRuth: @wirthadrienne @nancy_kusmaul It is definitely interesting. Luckily I was able to participate in an #IBMtechnology safet...

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
A5: Yes because technology has taken over everyone and everything. It's not many people that you don't see you some form of technology today. Everything is done on computers or smartphones. Especially when having to assist the younger generation. Absolutely. #MacroSW #SWK3100

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@EJohnsonLCSW @UCLALuskin I like that. Embed tech into every class to give it the needed context b/c #MacroSW or clinical work WILL absolutely require you to know technology!
Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
@overcomemobbsys I am still not comfortable when I use Voice Thread 😂 but I do agree that using VT allows us to be interactive in an online course, which is a great thing! #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
@MarleenRubio This is an excellent question. Social workers today must also be aware of HIPPA regulations, while ensuring the tools we use are HIPPA compliant. I attended a Webinar earlier today on HIPPA to ensure I stay current. #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/iCSER0Yich

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
@CyberSocialWork A5: ABSOLUTELY! Technology would be a great addition to the social work curriculum. It would be even better if it were an online class. #SWK3100 #MacroSW

Igby @igbydrood
@KimMSW2018 but basic familiarity with databases, office programs and the internet are a MUST for working in 2018. Excel proficiency should be a requirement #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @itgarythesnail: A5AMaybe if "technology" was added as a optional and ungraded part of the curriculum. I don't think it is necessary for...

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Our last question is coming up in 30 seconds #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
A5: I think that incorporating technology in other classes would be helpful. Rather than designating an entire class to technology I think it should be used to complete assignments. A traditional paper assignment could be replaced with a technology based assignment. #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@EJohnsonLCSW I think the traditional lines "face-to-face" versus "online" versus "hybrid" learning environments will continue to blur #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
A3- oops, forgot to put the A# in! #MacroSW https://t.co/vhTQ3RBvHw

KelseyMiller @kelmiller22
@igbydrood I must work with a lot of younger folks, I can’t think of a time I’ve had to train anyone on these systems #macrosw

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
A5: Also thinking about collaboration with other departments.. IT, Health Informatics, computer science etc... #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Kate74080997: A5. I can't imagine taking an entire semester on this. I think it could be incorporated into a curriculum, and could see...

Elise Johnson @EJohnsonLCSW
A5 I’ve also found that our students can easily apply their familiarity with popular digital trends to potential interventions. #macrosw

Kaity Sollenberger @KESSollenberger
@CyberSocialWork A5: I'm not sure it needs to be class by itself, but I do think it should be incorporated into the curriculum. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @StuckonSW A5: Also thinking about collaboration with other departments.. IT, Health Informatics, computer science etc... #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VeterinarySWK: @CyberSocialWork A5: ABSOLUTELY! Technology would be a great addition to the social work curriculum. It would be even be...

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Q6: NASW Assurance offers varying levels of Cyber Liability Insurance coverage for interested social workers. What do you believe is the purpose of this type of insurance coverage? #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork
https://t.co/7zJDzRErZ3

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A5 I've also found that our students can easily apply their familiarity with popular digital trends to potential interven...

clara b. @claradoll91
A5: I agree to an extent. I feel technology changes so constantly so even if we are taught something today in 2018 it may be obsolete in 2020. I believe those with minimal technological skills should have a formal training. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q6: NASW Assurance offers varying levels of Cyber Liability Insurance coverage for interested social workers. What do...

Meaghan Jewett @UBMadeMeDolt
A5: Being a part of this chat is part of my coursework. While I feel it is important and I'm learning a lot, there are going to be students who don't have a smartphone or personal computer, who struggled to get to campus for an hour chat at 9pm #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @StuckonSW: @CyberSocialWork great to be here! thanks for hosting :)

KelseyMiller @kelmiller22
A5- technology is the future, I think we have to keep up. #MacroSW

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A5: Perhaps there should be a requirement that a certain number of our CEU credits focus on technological competence #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@DanielleBernas2 @OfficialMacroSW I don't think anyone can be good at everything but it shouldn't be too much to ask for social workers to be fluent in the tech relevant to their specific practice settings. #macrosw

Kate @Kate74080997
@VeterinarySWK @CyberSocialWork That's a great idea- make it an online class! #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @ivytona: A2: I work with high school students & I witness the constant use of cell phones (social media, texting, etc). When students...

Danielle Bernas @DanielleBernas2
@Nic0letteRuth @OfficialMacroSW It's alarming to experience first hand just how dangerous technology can be, and it can make you fearful to extensively use technology. How do we weigh the pros and cons? #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
A5: The future is on the horizon - will #socialwork embrace it or be left behind? That is up to us. #MacroSW #swtech
https://t.co/BPZLRXvhE1

Ellen H Ullman @CureT1Diabetes
I would have to explore in depth what exactly it covers and doesn't cover. #macrosw https://t.co/dqwPJoGs0w

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @UBMadeMeDolt: A3: I think we also need to learn selfcare around using technology with our clients. Often times we have clients emailing...

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@VeterinarySWK We need to get together #MacroSW #SWK3100

Igby @lgbydroid
@kelmiller22 when I do a large group training on our client database, I have to budget at LEAST 20 minutes for people to create acceptable passwords...It's
torture. #macrosw

Nicolette @NicOletteRuth
A5. I think technology should be a course for MSW students. We need to know how to contact our clients but more importantly, we need to understand what our clients are doing. I've learned about so many new apps from my clients who have immigrated here. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @DanielleBernas2 @OfficialMacroSW I don't think anyone can be good at everything but it shouldn't be too much to ask for...

Konrad A. Greene @KonradAGreene1
#swk3100 A5: Communication is everything. If a social worker can not get their message out or receive a message, that is problematic. Digital media is hear to stay. Yes a social worker should be required to to display competcy in this regard. #macrosw!!!!!!

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
What an excellent reminder of how tech can be applied to SWK practice- safety is a big issue in DV work! #MacroSW https://t.co/6mM3IRqWta

David McColum @VilleBananas
A5: I have mixed feelings about this. Most software or technology has tutorials on YouTube. I don't know if you would really need a class devoted to it. #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @ashley_kiss10: A3: I think most social workers already have an advanced view of technology, especially when entering college. However,...

#'MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes Q5 = responses ranged from technology doesn't need to be in social work curriculum to infuse it in every class. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @graybill_holly: @spcummings @CyberSocialWork This is important. Confidentiality is crucial to the trust our clients have with us, so b...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@UBMadeMeDoIt We have chat archives for that: https://t.co/RzDndXGrWX #MacroSW

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW If our classes are requiring us to use tech for projects and assignment, then there should be a class to show us how.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Another resource: Digital Literacy in Social Work Education: A Case Study Incorporating Technology and Social Media Within...

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
@itgarythesnail @OfficialMacroSW I like this idea of an optional part of the curriculum because I think students will be more receptive and willing to learn new technologies without the fear and pressure of more grades. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A5 I think it should be embedded into every class. EVERY CLASS & offer it as an elective like uclaMSW203c @ucialuskin #m...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes Q5 = responses ranged from technology doesn't need to be in social work curriculum to infuse it in every class....

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW Absolutely! shameless self promotion :) #MacroSW https://t.co/2zdUoNGLXH

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Brandon46294682: Cybersocialworker #MacroSW A4: At first I was opposed to it. Voicethread and other platforms taught me a lot. It prom...

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...5%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2F5%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
Gary @itgarythesnail
A6: Information is everything. People can do so much with just a little bit of information. Especially in current times where data breaches are a common occurrence and personal information is always being sold. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Shand_Kydd: A5. No, I don’t believe technology should be a requirement as of right now in social work education. When the technology be...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A6. Cyber liability insurance is there to cover social work practice done via technology. #macrosw

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#Cybersocialwork #MacroSW A5: Yes, I firmly believe that technology should definitely be added as a curriculum. Technology is the future. Cyber social workers are rendering services now as we speak. Dedicated research will astound the medical field, we need cyber social workers!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: RT @StuckonSW @brooklyn11210 @karenzgoda @CrisisTextLine Boom! Also use simulation tools like @Kognito #macrosw #swt...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @UBMadeMeDoIt We have chat archives for that: https://t.co/RzDndXGrWX #MacroSW

nerdlogic @nerdlogic0_o
RT @kmarie228: A1: Technological competence in social work can mean many things. Although much of social work practice can be face-to-face,...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @CyberSocialWork I’m well versed in Zoom, Google Hangouts, and Skype. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @CyberSocialWork A5: I’m more inclined to see technology become a part of the SW competencies, to be infused throughout a p...

Shand Kydd @Shand_Kydd

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @tweetoutreach: A5: this #MacroSW https://t.co/MmFAt41M2D

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
@UBMadeMeDoIt you raised a very important point and as social workers we must be aware of access issues and the "Digital Divide". #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork https://t.co/FsR51LNLp6

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @DanielleBernas2 @OfficialMacroSW I don’t think anyone can be good at everything but it shouldn’t be too much to ask for...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Shand_Kydd: A6. Ethical Issues. Safeguarding Privacy. Record Keeping/Documentation Issues. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kmarie228: A5: Yes, we need to continue to adapt as other factors in our environment change. Agencies are beginning to utilize more and...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: @brooklyn1120 There are actually continuing education workshops in social work that focus on trainings in areas such...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @kelmiller22: A5- technology is the future, I think we have to keep up. #MacroSW

clara b. @claradoll91
A5: In addition, it would benefit social work students a course on how to use social work knowledge and practice in technological spaces. Maybe some brave students may create more tech spaces for social work #microsw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBMadeMeDoIt: A5: I wanted to say that technology should be a part of the required coursework. But poverty among students is a thing an...

Kayla @kleepeles7911
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW A6. I didn’t even know that there was cyber liability insurance, but I would imagine that it would be for services that are rendered online and via digital media #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EJohnsonLCSW: A5 It’s really not difficult to convert traditional assignments and tasks to ones related to digital life. #macrosw

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW It is a reminder on the power of tech in SWK practice and the importance to harness it for social good. Ethical use of social media has become big issue on college campuses with apps like GroupMe and Band. #MacroSW

Konrad A. Greene @KonradAGreene1
#swk3100 A6: It is for Social workers who get sued using media devices while on the clock. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KP06789931: A5. The way the world is advancing in social work, Technology should have its place in the social work curriculum for stud...

KP @KP06789931
A6. The purpose of this insurance coverage is to cover the social worker from malpractice using any technology device against the client. #macrosw #cybersocialwork

Ann Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
RT @Nic0letteRuth: @wirthadrienne @nancy_kusmaul It is definitely interesting. Luckily I was able to participate in an #IBMtechnology safet...

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A6: Cyber liability insurance provides coverage in cases of cyber-attacks where data or other information is breached. This type of insurance can be crucial since even a small data breach can cost organizations thousands of dollars. #macrosw

Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
@CyberSocialWork A5: I think it should. Actually, I think it should be added to any service-related profession. The question then would be, exactly what would we be learning in that area of study? Technological competency, privacy, digital mental health-related illnesses ......any more? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: @MarleenRubio This is an excellent question. Social workers today must also be aware of HIPPA regulations, while ensur...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: @MarleenRubio This is an excellent question. Social workers today must also be aware of HIPPA regulations, while ensur...

Megan Ranney MD MPH @meganranney
RT @Nic0letteRuth: @wirthadrienne @nancy_kusmaul It is definitely interesting. Luckily I was able to participate in an #IBMtechnology safet...

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW It is a reminder on the power of tech in SWK practice and the importance to harness it for social good. Ethical use of social media has become big issue on college campuses with apps like GroupMe and Band. #MacroSW

Kmarie228 @kmarie228
A6: Cyber liability insurance provides coverage in cases of cyber-attacks where data or other information is breached. This type of insurance can be crucial since even a small data breach can cost organizations thousands of dollars. #macrosw

Ann Marie O'Brien @StrongGirl51
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A3. Working in a domestic violence shelter I have had to learn new ways of keeping my clients safe. Tracking on Apple pr...
@Igbydrood Let me guess- caseworthy? #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Shameless self-promotion re: Q5: I wrote about the blurring online/"traditional" classroom divide for newsocialworkermagazine #MacroSW https://t.co/zWeu5e2vQn @newsocialworker

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @EJohnsonLCSW I think the traditional lines "face-to-face" versus "online" versus "hybrid" learning environments will conti...

Karen Zgoda @karenzagoda
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q6: NASW Assurance offers varying levels of Cyber Liability Insurance coverage for interested social workers. What do...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: A3- oops, forgot to put the A# in! #MacroSW https://t.co/vhTQ3RBvHw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: A5: Also thinking about collaboration with other departments.. IT, Health Informatics, computer science etc... #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Check out this info ab Cyber Liability Insurance: https://t.co/0tREZuU3wM #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Q6: NASW Assurance offers varying levels of Cyber Liability Insurance coverage for interested social workers. What do...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MarleenRubio: @CyberSocialWork A5: I think it should. Actually, I think it should be added to any service-related profession. The quest...

Igby @Igbydrood
@kelmiller22 you got it one!!! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @DanielleBernas2 @OfficialMacroSW I don't think anyone can be good at everything but it shouldn't be too much to ask for...

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
A6: easy to be misunderstood virtually #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzagoda: A5: The future is on the horizon - will #socialwork embrace it or be left behind? That is up to us. #MacroSW #swtech https:...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CureT1Diabetes: I would have to explore in depth what exactly it covers and doesn't cover. #macrosw https://t.co/dqwPJoGs0w

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
A6. I believe it's to protect the workers and the agency from different forms of liability and from outrageous law suits #SWK3100 #macrosw https://t.co/k507Ad95S2

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: What an excellent reminder of how tech can be applied to SWK practice- safety is a big issue in DV work! #MacroSW https://t.co/...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes Q5 = responses ranged from technology doesn't need to be in social work curriculum to infuse it in every class....
20 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @UBMadeMeDolt We have chat archives for that: https://t.co/RzDndXGrWX #MacroSW
20 minutes ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Check out this info ab Cyber Liability Insurance: https://t.co/0tREZuU3wM #macrosw
20 minutes ago

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW A6- It is a reminder on the power of tech in SWK practice and how important it is to harness tech for social good. Ethical use of social media has become an issue on college campuses with apps like GroupMe and Band. #MacroSW
20 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: @OfficialMacroSW Absolutely! shameless self promotion :) #MacroSW https://t.co/2zdUoNGLXH
20 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A6. Cyber liability insurance is there to cover social work practice done via technology. #macrosw
20 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Shand_Kydd: A6. Ethical Issues. Safeguarding Privacy. Record Keeping/Documentation Issues. #MacroSW
19 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: @UBMadeMeDoIt you raised a very important point and as social workers we must be aware of access issues and the “Digit...
19 minutes ago

Danielle Bernas @DanielleBernas2
@MarleenRubio @OfficialMacroSW @CyberSocialWork I agree. This is an area that all service-related professions are going to encounter. #macrosw
19 minutes ago

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
RT @Nic0letteRuth: A3. Working in a domestic violence shelter I have had to learn new ways of keeping my clients safe. Tracking on Apple pr...
19 minutes ago

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @annwilder: @OfficialMacroSw A6- It is a reminder on the power of tech in SWK practice and how important it is to harness tech for socia...
19 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @KonradAGreene1: #swk3100 A6: It is for Social workers who get sued using media devices while on the clock. #macrosw
19 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @kmarie228: A6: Cyber liability insurance provides coverage in cases of cyber-attacks where data or other information is breached. This...
19 minutes ago

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
Thank you #MacroSW partners for the opportunity to discuss #Cybersocialwork. I had a fantastic time tonight! Have a wonderful evening everyone and thank you for participating! Go change the world! https://t.co/TZRSZ4vDBt
19 minutes ago

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
I am sorry did what was question 6 #MacroSW
18 minutes ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: Shameless self-promotion re: Q5: I wrote about the blurring online/"traditional" classroom divide for #newsocialworkermagaz...
18 minutes ago

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbys
@ElizabethRoosa @ltgarythesnail @OfficialMacroSW I strongly agree #SWK3100 #MacroSW
18 minutes ago
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Check out this info ab Cyber Liability Insurance: https://t.co/0tREZuU3wM #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thank you for joining us! #MacroSW Thanks to our Host Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Shameless self-promotion re: Q5: I wrote about the blurring online/"traditional" classroom divide for #newsocialworkermagaz...

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Check out this info ab Cyber Liability Insurance: https://t.co/0tREZuU3wM #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Thank you #MacroSW partners for the opportunity to discuss #Cybersocialwork. I had a wo...

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
#MacroSW Did I miss a question https://t.co/w0gfHXqzRn

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thank you for joining us! #MacroSW Thanks to our Host Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: @OfficialMacroSW Absolutely! shameless self promotion :) #MacroSW https://t.co/2zdUoNGLXH

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @Marshalesia
RT @CyberSocialWork: @UBMadeMeDoIt you raised a very important point and as social workers we must be aware of access issues and the "Digit...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CyberSocialWork: Thank you #MacroSW partners for the opportunity to discuss #Cybersocialwork. I had a fantastic time tonight! Have a wo...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Great chat! Thank you, @CyberSocialWork and @OfficialMacroSW ! Hope to pass along some of the "what needs to be taught about #SWtech" to all our faculty! Good night, all #macrosw https://t.co/UExKVFXEdR

Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
Thanks for the great chat @CyberSocialWork & @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@PKetzner It happens! Don't worry the transcript for tonight's chat will be posted in the next 30 minutes. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
A6: HIPAA and the NASW, et al Standards of Technology!! We need to protect our clients and ourselves!! #SWK3100. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thank you for joining us! #MacroSW Thanks to our Host Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork!

Janet Joiner @CyberSocialWork
@spcummings I look forward to reading this! #MacroSW https://t.co/Rwrrla5L2o

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...5%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2F5%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
Ryan Hannon @tweetoutreach
Nice chatting with you all. #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @newsocialworker Awesome! there is so much talent here on Thurs nights- no one would want to miss out! #MacroSW https://t.co/fbUgw4I0Ya

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW Protect social workers from the issues that arise in the virtual realm as opposed to the traditional setting. As social workers learn new technologies they run risks of making mistakes. Insurance would protect them from making ethical mistakes or documentation errors #macrosw

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
RT @spcummings: Shameless self-promotion re: Q5: I wrote about the blurring online/"traditional" classroom divide for #newsocialworkermagaz…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our #MacroSW Partners @laurelhitchcock @spcummings @ubssw @acosaorg

Danielle Bernas @DanielleBernas2
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Make sure to join next week when I lead the discussion on Home care workers in Home and Community Based Services. #macrosw

Karen 🍀 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Great chat! Thank you, @CyberSocialWork and @OfficialMacroSW ! Hope to pass along some of the "what needs to be taught about #SW…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
The transcript for tonight’s chat will be posted in the next 30 minutes. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Next #MacroSW chat on 4/12/18 about Home Care Workers in Home and Community Based Services with @nancy_kusmaul, an assistant professor @UMBC who focuses on long term care services & @PHI being covered by @espinozanotes

Marleen Rubio @MarleenRubio
@VilleBananas For computer skill related issues maybe not, you are right youtube can aid with that. But I think a class dedicated to cyber SW could provide valuable education about digital mental health and how to use online platforms to create social change! #MacroSW #SWK3100

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @CyberSocialWork: Thank you #MacroSW partners for the opportunity to discuss #Cybersocialwork. I had a fantastic time tonight! Have a wo...

Elizabeth Roosa @ElizabethRoosa
A6:Protect social workers from the issues that arise in the virtual realm as opposed to the traditional setting. As social workers learn new technologies they run risks of making mistakes. Insurance would protect them from making ethical mistakes or documentation errors #macrosw

KP @KP06789931
It’s a wrap everybody! #macrosw #cybersocialwork https://t.co/8hpOlQ00mQ

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Next #MacroSW chat on 4/12/18 about Home Care Workers in Home and Community Based Services with @nancy_kusmaul, an ass…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@CyberSocialWork Thanks again, Dr. Joiner, for helping us grow and learn new things! #MacroSW

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@CyberSocialWork Thanks! I'm not sure I got where I wanted to go with this particular column, but the theme fit your question from tonight's #MacroSW chat.

Nicolette @Nic0letteRuth
Thanks and have a good night #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Next #MacroSW chat on 4/12/18 about Home Care Workers in Home and Community Based Services with @nancy_kusmaul, an ass....

Marese @Marese36791591
#MacroSW https://t.co/loq8KhANik

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: The transcript for tonight's chat will be posted in the next 30 minutes. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
This will be a great chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/5FJHi7E02w

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW Yesssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssstt!: #MacroSW

Rebecca Light @rll004
@CyberSocialWork @UBSSW Thank you!!!! #macroSW

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
exactly lol good night #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/Pe39kq4oEl

clarab. @claradoll91
It's over already I was just warming up! #macrosw Good night all great chat tonight!

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
I'm sorry missed question 6 #MacroSW #SWK3100

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
#MacroSW Thanks to Dr. Joiner for such an amazing job at posting such good questions #SWK3100 #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork

Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: This will be a great chat! #MacroSW https://t.co/5FJHi7E02w

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @spcummings: Shameless self-promotion re: Q5: I wrote about the blurring online/"traditional" classroom divide for #newsocialworkermagaz...

Elizabeth D'Ambrosio @realLizzieD
Thank you everyone!! I learned so much!! Social Workers Rock! #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/Yd8ETKQiLf

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @CyberSocialWork Thanks again, Dr. Joiner, for helping us grow and learn new things! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW Partners @laurelhitchcock @spcummings @ubssw @acosaor
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW @newsocialworker Awesome! there is so much talent here on Thurs nights- no one would want to mi... 13 minutes ago

Ellen H Ullman @CureT1Diabetes
Thank you #macrosw - This is a very important topic. We likely could have explored any one of the questions for over an hour. 13 minutes ago

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@annwilder @OfficialMacroSW @newsocialworker Best GIF of the night! #MacroSW 13 minutes ago

Shakesha Stribling @VeterinarySWK
RT @spcummings: Shameless self-promotion re: Q5: I wrote about the blurring online/"traditional" classroom divide for #newsocialworkermagaz... 13 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Top Influencers of #MacroSW @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW @karenzgoda @UBSSW @spcummings https://t.co/4xJnuQ3E1Q via @symplur 13 minutes ago

Kelsey Sobel @Kelsey_Sobel
Great Chat! Thank you! #MacroSW 13 minutes ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Top Influencers of #MacroSW @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW @karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul @StuckonSW @PKetzner https://t.co/4xJnuQ3E1Q via @symplur 13 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CureT1Diabetes: Thank you #macrosw - This is a very important topic. We likely could have explored any one of the questions for over a... 13 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @realLizzieD: Thank you everyone!! I learned so much!! Social Workers Rock! #SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/Yd8ETKQiLf 13 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @PKetzner: #MacroSW Thanks to Dr. Joiner for such an amazing job at posting such good questions #SWK3100 #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork 13 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @claradoll91: It's over already I was just warming up! #macrosw Good night all great chat tonight! 12 minutes ago

Alandis Edmonds @MsAlandis
lol #swk3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/pibnneidx8 12 minutes ago

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
#MacroSW I missed question 6 too #SWK3100 #MacroSW #Cybersocialwork 12 minutes ago

brooklyn11210 @brooklyn11210
@StuckonSW First we'd need to start teaching about it ( Française ) #swtech #MacroSW 12 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Have a great night everyone! #MacroSW https://t.co/gMEPXB9Rse 11 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Top Influencers of #MacroSW @UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW @karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul @StuckonSW @PKetzner https://t.co/4xJ... 11 minutes ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Kelsey_Sobel: Great Chat! Thank you! #MacroSW 11 minutes ago

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript...5%2F2018&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2F5%2F2018&thour=19&tmin=15
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @brooklyn11210: @StuckonSW First we'd need to start teaching about it ( 😃 ) #swtech #MacroSW

Mz. Angie @bangieb926
Good night everyone. Good chat tonight #MacroSW #SWK3100

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Top Influencers of #MacroSW 👉 @CyberSocialWork @OfficialMacroSW @karenzgoda @UBSSW @spcummings https://t.co/4xJnuQ3E1Q...

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
@karenzgoda Yes indeedy, I agree! #MacroSW

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@MsAlandis Was there a question 6 #MacroSW #SWK3100 #Cybersocialwork

calla b. @claradoll91
A6 I believe the purpose of cyber liability is because we live in a time where privacy can be violated on the internet, so with this type of insurance being offered, it is a way of the NASW having social workers covered #macrosw

Patricia Ketzner @PKetzner
@MsAlandis I missed it #MacroSW #SWK3100 #Cybersocialwork

Rosemary Bonney @overcomeobbs
#SWK3100 #MacroSW https://t.co/n9jcHXf8dN

calla b. @claradoll91
A6 I believe the purpose of cyber liability is because we live in a time where privacy can be violated on the internet. So with this type of insurance being offered, it is a way of the NASW having social workers covered #macrosw

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#Cybersocialworker #MacroSW The purpose of cyber liability is to make everyone accountable. We have liability in everything, and we have to hold ourselves responsible for our actions.

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#MacroSW A6: The purpose of cyber liability is to make everyone accountable. We have liability in everything, and we have to hold ourselves responsible for our actions

Brandon Mays @Brandon46294682
#MacroSW https://t.co/fbhR4OrQin
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